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Abstract. The first-order control of ice thickness and height

above sea level is linked to the decreasing strength of ice-

bed coupling along flowlines from an interior ice divide to

the calving front of an ice shelf. Uncoupling progresses as a

frozen bed progressively thaws for sheet flow, as a thawed

bed is progressively drowned for stream flow, and as lat-

eral and/or local grounding vanish for shelf flow. This can

reduce ice thicknesses by 90 % and ice elevations by 99 %

along flowlines. Original work presented here includes (1)

replacing flow and sliding laws for sheet flow with upper and

lower yield stresses for creep in cold overlying ice and basal

ice sliding over deforming till, respectively, (2) replacing in-

tegrating the Navier–Stokes equations for stream flow with

geometrical solutions to the force balance, and (3) includ-

ing resistance to shelf flow caused by lateral confinement

in a fjord and local grounding at ice rumples and ice rises.

A comparison is made between our approach and two ap-

proaches based on continuum mechanics. Applications are

made to Byrd Glacier in Antarctica and Jakobshavn Isbrae in

Greenland.

1 Introduction

A holistic approach to ice-sheet modeling requires smooth

transitions from sheet flow to stream flow to shelf flow. We

accomplish this by treating these transitions as progressive

reductions in ice-bed coupling, beginning with the strongest

coupling at interior ice divides where ice is frozen to the bed

and complete uncoupling at the calving front of an ice shelf.

To simplify our approach, we examine one-dimensional flow

along either flowlines or flowbands, a flowband lying being

two flowlines. Uncoupling begins when a frozen bed thaws

for sheet flow, continues when basal water is deep enough

to drown parts of the bed for stream flow, and is complete

when grounding alongside confining embayments and at lo-

cal basal pinning points vanishes for shelf flow. For sheet

flow, uncoupling is quantified using a thawed fraction f of

the bed, with separate yield stresses for creep of cold ice

above frozen patches, and for sliding of overlying ice and/or

deformation of underlying till for thawed patches. For stream

flow, uncoupling is quantified using a floating fraction φ of

ice above the bed. For shelf flow, uncoupling is quantified us-

ing an unbuttressed ice fraction φO at the grounding line to

represent loss of side confinement and local pinning. These

three fractions all have a physical basis, and all vary from 0

to 1.

Our treatment avoids integrating the partial differential

equations in continuum mechanics, but we compare our ap-

proach with two approaches that do use continuum me-

chanics, one by Schoof and Hindmarsh (2010) and one by

Pattyn (2003). Modeling using continuum mechanics range

from the simple shallow ice and shelfy stream approxima-

tions such as IcEIS, UMISM, SICOPOLIS, PISM, and Pen-

State3D (Saito and Abe-Ouchi, 2005; Fastook and Prentice,

1994; Greve, 1997; Bueler and Brown, 2009; Pollard and De-

Conto, 2012) to higher-order Blatter-Pattyn treatments such

as ISSM and CISM 2.0 (Blatter, 1995; Pattyn, 2003; Larour

et al., 2012; Bougamont et al., 2011), and on to the computa-

tionally intensive Full–Stokes solutions where no stresses are
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neglected in the equilibrium equations, see Sargent and Fas-

took (2010) and results for Elmer/ICE (Seddik et al., 2012).

All these holistic conditions are treated by ISSM. Continuum

mechanics allow solving the force, mass, and energy equa-

tions in three dimensions over time. Our approach is limited

to solving the force and mass balance in one dimension under

steady-state conditions. We have no energy balance that uses

the surface temperature and mass balance to calculate inter-

nal ice temperatures, whether the bed is frozen or thawed

for a given (and often unknown) geothermal heat flux, the

amount, distribution, and hydrology of water on a thawed

bed, and how water mobilizes any subglacial till by dilata-

tion using poorly known till rheology. Minor changes in sur-

face conditions can cause major changes in basal conditions

that determine the strength of ice-bed coupling indirectly. We

determine ice-bed coupling directly from the thickness and

elevation of overlying ice.

In our approach, the thickness and height of ice is primar-

ily controlled by f , φ, and φO . For example, consider a ma-

rine ice sheet 4000 m thick and 3000 m above sea level at the

center, where ice is frozen to the bed. Ice spreads as sheet

flow from this center so frictional heat gradually thaws the

bed, with thawing occurring along tributaries that eventually

converge on ice streams. Flowline profiles are generally con-

vex for sheet flow and thawing the bed reduces ice thickness

by about 20 %, 800 m in this case, leaving ice 3200 m thick

and 2200 m high (Hughes, 1981). Flowline profiles become

generally concave along ice streams as basal water drowns

more of the bed, lowering ice elevations to about 100 m when

ice becomes afloat (Hughes, 1992, 1998, chapter 6). Flow-

line profiles are nearly flat for shelf flow, but thin to about

300 m thick, 30 m above sea level, at the calving front, where

all grounding vanishes (Kenneally and Hughes, 2006; Benn

et al., 2009). Ice-bed uncoupling alone reduces ice thickness

by over 90 % and ice elevations by 99 % . These three flow

regimes are shown in Fig. 1 for the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Rig-

not et al., 2011).

2 Ice-bed uncoupling for sheet flow

Figure 1 requires a way to treat basal thermal conditions for

sheet flow that departs somewhat from the treatment pro-

vided by Wilch and Hughes (2000). They used ice surface

slopes and heights above the bed to divide the bed into

basal frozen, thawed, melting, and freezing zones. Melting

zones connected a frozen bed to a thawed bed by having

thawed patches grow and coalesce downslope until the whole

bed was thawed. Freezing zones connected a thawed bed to

a frozen bed by having frozen patches grow and coalesce

downslope until the whole bed was frozen. A flow “law” was

used for ice creeping over frozen parts of the bed (f = 0) and

a sliding “law” was used for ice sliding over thawed parts of

the bed (f = 1). Now we know sheet flow consists of faster

tributaries separating slower ice in a pattern that resembles a

Figure 1. A full map of Antarctic ice flow showing tributaries sup-

plying major ice streams. This map was compiled by NASA-funded

research at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institute

of Technology and the University of California at Irvine, using data

from Earth-orbiting satellites provided by the Japanese, European,

and Canadian Space Agencies. Ice velocities increase from orange

near interior ice divides to green in ice tributaries to blue in ice

streams to red on ice shelves. A video showing motion of the trib-

utaries is available on the NASA News website. From Rignot and

others (2011).

fluvial river system, with the tributaries converging on large

ice streams that discharge most of the ice. In the new treat-

ment provided here, the mosaic of frozen and thawed patches

is replaced with tributaries on a thawed bed converging in ice

streams as seen in Fig. 1. We also replace problematic flow

and sliding “laws” with more reliable yielding criteria, with

a lower yield stress applied to tributaries and a higher yield

stress applied between tributaries.

In producing Fig. 1, Rignot et al. (2011) took veloci-

ties over 50 m a−1 as distinguishing faster tributaries imbed-

ded in slower sheet flow. We use thawed fraction f of the

bed to quantify ice-bed uncoupling for sheet flow along ice

flowlines, with f ≥ 0.6 for tributaries and f ≤ 0.4 between

tributaries, assuming thawed parts of the bed are connected

along flow when f > 0.5 and disconnected for f < 0.5 to

account for the 50 m a−1 difference. We treated sheet flow

along ice flowlines in the downslope direction normal to ice

elevation contour lines, with flow in the negative x direc-

tion for x positive upslope. In the simplest treatment, the

force balance along a flowline balances gravitational force

1/2PIhI against basal drag force τOx at horizontal distance

x from the ice-sheet margin for basal shear stress τO , where

1/2PI = 1/2ρIghI = P I is the average ice pressure in ice of

height hI above the bed for gravity acceleration g and ice

density ρI. Balancing forces gives a parabolic surface pro-

file above a horizontal bed for constant τO as a first-order
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approximation (Nye, 1952a):

x = 1/2(ρIg/τO)h
2
I . (1)

Actually, τO and bed topography vary along x. These vari-

ations are included by differentiating Eq. (1) for constant

τO only over distance dx and solving for surface slope α

= dh / dx= τO / ρIghI when ice elevation h above sea level

differs from ice elevation hI above the bed. Replacing dh/dx

with change 1h in constant incremental length 1x between

steps i and i+ 1,

hi+1 = hi + [(τO/hI)i/ρIg]1x = [τO/(h−hB)]i1x/ρIg, (2)

where τO and hI are specified at each 1x step for integers i.

Eq. (2) allows variable τO and bed topography hB = h−hI

above (+) and below (−) sea level along the flowline, which

we measured by radar sounding for Byrd Glacier and Jakob-

shavn Isbrae. The bed is approximated by an up-down stair-

case, with α = (hi+1−hi)/1x =1h/1x =1hI/1x on

steps and changes ±hB put between steps (Hughes, 2009;

2012, chapter 8). Similarly, τO is constant on steps and

changes between steps. When terrestrial ice margins are on

broad, rather flat plains, Eq. (1) can be used to obtain height

hO at distance x from the ice margin, where i = 0 in Eq. (2).

Equation (2) is an initial-value, finite-difference recursive

formula. Initial ice elevation hO above the bed must be spec-

ified at i = 0 in order to start the iterative process of calcu-

lating hI = h−hB along the flowline at each i step. Present-

day values of hB can be adjusted to account for isostatic de-

pression and rebound of the bed during a glaciation cycle

(Hughes, 1998, chapter 5, 2007; Hughes, 2012, chapter 22).

This adjustment is not necessary in our study using only

present-day conditions.

2.1 Quantifying ice-bed uncoupling

Owing to reduced ice-bed coupling when the bed thaws, ice

shearing over a frozen bed has basal shear stress τF that is

higher than basal shear stress τT for ice sliding over a thawed

bed or for shearing water-saturated till between basal ice and

bedrock. Thawing lowers the ice surface. Thawed fraction f

then gives the following:

τO = f τT+ (1− f )τF = ρIghIα. (3)

Expressions for τF and τT can be provided by respective

flow laws and sliding laws for ice (Denton and Hughes,

1981, chapter 5; Hughes, 1998, chapters 3 and 5; Hughes,

2012, chapter 17). For sheet flow in the Antarctic Ice Sheet,

0.25≤ f ≤ 0.75 is widespread, with f = 0 common under

ice domes over subglacial highlands and f = 1 common un-

der ice domes over subglacial basins and at the heads of

ice streams entering deep fjords (Hughes, 1998, chapter 3;

Hughes, 2012, chapter 24; Wilch and Hughes, 2000).

Flow and sliding laws give vertically averaged ice veloci-

ties and basal sliding velocities, respectively, with the basal

sliding velocity only slightly less than the ice surface veloc-

ity owing to reduced basal drag on a thawed bed. In our ear-

lier work, cited above, we used these velocities in a mass-

balance equation to calculate ice elevations above the bed

along flowlines using Eq. (2) and evaluating τO for thawed

fraction f in Eq. (3). That approach has defects we now wish

to avoid. In original theories of basal sliding, sliding veloc-

ity depends on melting and freezing rates of ice on the stoss

and lee sides of bedrock bumps, and on high-stress creep

rates around bumps (Weertman, 1957a), and also on an “ef-

fective” basal water pressure (Lliboutry, 1968; Iken, 1981).

Till deformation under West Antarctic ice streams appears to

be nearly viscous, based on field measurements (Anandakr-

ishnan and Alley, 1997), or nearly plastic, based on labora-

tory experiments (Kamb, 2001), conducted on the same till.

Given ambiguities in deformation studies for glacial sliding

over bedrock and till shearing between basal ice and bedrock,

we propose a different approach in this study based on using

separate yield stresses for creep in ice and for basal sliding

with till deformation. These ambiguities arise from the ex-

treme variability of ice and till near the bed of West Antarc-

tic ice streams, as documented in detail for Kamb Ice Stream

(formerly ice steam C) by Engelhardt and Kamb (2013).

Quantifying links between subglacial hydrology and de-

forming till dilated by water is a daunting task (Clark, 1992;

Jenson et al., 1995, 1996, Carslon et al., 2000). Till can de-

form near both the viscous and plastic ends of the viscoplas-

tic creep spectrum, and presumably anywhere in between,

depending on the applied shear stress, and variable mineral

compositions, lithological textures, and water content (Rath-

bun et al., 2008; Sane et al., 2008). Pending establishing these

links, we allow separate yield stresses for creep of cold ice

and for creep in a composite of temperate basal ice, possibly

charged with basal debris, and deforming till, with sliding

possible at the ice-till interface. We measured hI and α di-

rectly using radar sounding, so values of f in Eq. (3) can be

calculated using specified values of τT and τF for given val-

ues of n in Fig. 2, which shows the viscoplastic creep spec-

trum for crystalline and composite materials. These values of

n appear in Eq. (4), a version of the flow law of ice that links

creep rates to yield stresses:

ε̇ = ε̇O(σ/σO)
n, (4)

where ε̇ is the strain rate caused by applied stress σ , the

plastic yield stress is σO , the viscoplastic creep exponent is

n, and ε̇O is the strain rate when σ = σO for all values of

n over the range 1≤ n≤∞. For viscous flow when n= 1,

the viscosity is η = σ/ε̇ and yield stress σO = 0. For plastic

flow when n=∞, viscosity η =∞ when σ < σO and η = 0

when σ = σO . In between, a viscoplastic yield stress σV and

a viscoplastic viscosity ηV = dσ/dε̇ must be specified. For

glacier ice, n= 3 is typical.

Gravitational spreading during sheet flow is resisted pri-

marily by basal drag, so the dominant resisting stress σxz
produces strain rate ε̇xz = ∂ux/∂z for ice velocity ux when x
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Table 1. Solutions of Eq. (6) for two surface velocities in Figs. 1 and 3.

ux = 75 ma−1 ux = 25 ma−1

n= 1: A= 6.8× 1013 kgm−1 s−1 n= 1: A= 2.0× 1014 kgm−1 s−1

n= 3: A= 4.6× 107 kgm−1 s−2+1/3 n= 3: A= 6.7× 107 kgm−1 s−2+1/3

n= 50: A= 7.7× 104 kgm−1 s−2+1/50 n= 50: A= 7.9× 104 kgm−1 s−2+1/50

Figure 2. The viscoplastic creep spectrum for steady-state creep in

crystalline materials. Applied stress σ causes strain rate ε̇ in the

expression ε̇ = ε̇O (σ/σO )
n where viscoplastic exponent n varies

from unity to infinity, σO is the plastic yield stress, and ε̇O is the

strain rate at σO for all values of n. The inset shows two criteria

to obtain a viscoplastic yield stress σV for ice, taking n= 3. The

tangent to the curve at ε̇O gives σV = 0.667σO as the critical strain

rate yield criterion, and the critical shear stress yield criterion gives

σV = 0.386σO where radius of curvature R is a minimum. Criti-

cal shear stress σV = 0.683σO occurs when n= 8. Hughes (1983,

Fig. 5; 1998, Fig. 8.3) derives both expressions for yielding at all

values of n.

is horizontal distance in the downslope direction of ice flow

and z is vertical distance above the bed. The flow law of ice

for this case is the following (Glen, 1958):

ε̇xz = ε̇O(σxz /σO)
n
= (σxz/A)

n, (5)

where σxz = τO = ρIghIα and A= σO / ε̇
1/n
O is an ice hard-

ness parameter that depends on the fabric of polycrystalline

ice and ice temperature. Basal drag produces an easy-glide

ice fabric in ice near the bed in which the optic axes of ice

crystals tend to be normal to the bed, and produces frictional

heat that makes ice warmer toward the bed.

Following Hughes (2012, Appendix O), for constant A the

vertical profile of horizontal ice velocity is obtained by inte-

grating Eq. (5):

ux = 2(ρIgα/A)
n
[
hn+1

I − (hI− z)
n+1

]
/(n+ 1), (6)

for which the vertically averaged horizontal ice velocity is

the following:

ux = [2hI /(n+ 2)](ρIghIα /A)
n
= [2hI /(n+ 2)](τO/A)

n. (7)

Then the ratio of ux to ux at z= hI is (n+1)/ (n+2), which

is 2/3 for n= 1, 4/5 for n= 3, and 51/52 for n= 50. Fig-

ure 3 shows velocity profiles from Eq. (6) for n= 1, n= 3,

and n= 50, all for constant A determined by Reeh (1982,

1984) and Paterson (1994) for ice accumulation rate a, with

ice thinning rate r added by Hughes (2012, Appendix O),

both averaged along x:

A=
[
4τn+1
O /(n+ 2)ρIg(a− r)

]1/n

. (8)

The dependence of A on (a–r) quickly becomes insignif-

icant as n increases, and vanishes when A becomes τO at

n=∞. Since Rignot et al. (2011) took a surface veloc-

ity change of 50 m a−1 in and between tributaries, we take

ux = 75 m a−1 in tributaries and ux = 25 m a−1 between trib-

utaries for sheet flow as typical. Table 1 gives values of A in

Eq. (6) for the values of n in Fig. 3 when surface velocities

are 75 m a−1 and 25 m a−1 in Fig. 1.

2.2 The physical basis for ice-bed uncoupling

We do not include an energy balance that would allow us to

calculate temperatures with depth, and we do not know the

correct rheology when complex ice fabrics develop in debris-

charged ice near the bed (Gow et al., 1997), all of which de-

termine how A varies with depth. So we keep A constant and

allow n to accommodate these changes. As a first approxi-

mation, n= 3 might provide a reasonable velocity profile for

cold ice over a frozen bed and n= 50 might provide a rea-

sonable velocity profile when temperate basal ice slides over

deforming till (Kamb, 2001). The lowest part of this velocity

profile is almost linear, which would be the case if n= 1 in

the till (Anandakrishnan and Alley, 1997). For n> 50, ice ve-

locity becomes virtually constant through hI as n increases,

with velocity increases confined to ice sliding over wet de-

forming till. Scofield et al. (1991) showed how n could be

The Cryosphere, 10, 193–225, 2016 www.the-cryosphere.net/10/193/2016/
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Figure 3. Vertical profiles of horizontal ice velocity for sheet flow

in ice 3 km high. Profiles are for n= 1 for viscous flow, n= 3 for

ice flow, and n= 50 for plastic flow in Eq. (6) when the surface ve-

locity is 75 m a−1 in ice tributaries and 25 m between ice tributaries

in Fig. 1. Warmer ice having an easy-glide ice fabric near the bed

causes n to increase if A is artificially kept constant. Velocity pro-

files will be between those for n= 3 and n> 50, with n in tributaries

being higher than n between tributaries. In tributaries, the rapid in-

crease in velocity just above bedrock at z= 0 is caused by ice slid-

ing over deforming wet till. This uncertainty makes combining the

force, mass, and energy balance problematic.

varied to obtain velocity profiles comparable to those satis-

fying mass-balance equilibrium for Byrd Glacier. This ap-

proach shows how the velocity profile changes when a frozen

bed thaws, but it has no physical basis.

We provide a physical basis by introducing separate vis-

coplastic yielding criteria for cold ice above the bed and for

temperate ice with any associated wet till at the bed. The

viscoplastic yield stress σV is higher for cold ice than for

temperate ice over wet till because cold ice is stiffer. Take

σV = τF for cold ice above a frozen bed and σV = τT for

temperate ice and wet till when the bed is thawed in Eq. (3),

with τF > τT . These two yield stresses are shown in the in-

set of Fig. 3 where n= 3, noting that n= 3±1 is commonly

observed for a wide variety of composite and crystalline ma-

terials (Cook et al., 2014; Gerbi et al., 2015), such as debris-

filled glacier ice (Engelhardt and Kamb, 2013). In the critical

strain rate yield criterion, values at ε̇O are ηV as the slope of

the line tangent to the curve and σV is the stress-intercept of

the tangent line. In the critical shear stress yield criterion, σV

is the point on the curve where stress curvature d2σxz /dε̇2
xz

is greatest, and ηV is the slope of the line tangent to this

point on the curve. These two yielding criteria were origi-

nally proposed for nucleation and propagation, respectively,

of cracks leading to crevasse formation and calving of ice-

bergs (Hughes, 1983, 1998, chapter 8). We assume τF for

cold ice over a frozen bed and τT for temperate ice sliding

over a thawed bed that includes deforming till after the ice

fraction in till melts.

For ice to slide over bedrock or for wet till to be mobi-

lized, sensible and latent heat must be provided to warm and

melt ice that contacts bedrock or ice that cements basal till.

Basal heat is provided by geothermal heat and frictional heat

produced by deforming ice. Per unit volume of ice, frictional

heat is the product of the shear stress and the shear strain rate

(Paterson, 1994), σV is defined by ε̇O at all values of n just

before melting takes place, with σV = 0.667σO for n= 3.

After basal ice in contact with bedrock or in ice-cemented

till melts, basal sliding and till deformation become possible

and are concentrated at the ice-bed interface where uO is the

ice velocity. Then the creep rate does not depend on ε̇O and

prevails because heat generated by deforming unit area of

basal ice is the product of uO and σV, with σV = 0.386σO for

n= 3. The energy needed to provide latent heat of melting is

not required, so a lower stress and strain rate are allowed,

compared to frozen-bed conditions. This, of course, is an as-

sumption of convenience to avoid dealing with complex basal

deformation processes described by Iken and Bindschadler

(1986), and possibly linked to unknown values of n. It should

be abandoned when these processes are fully quantified and

linked to known values of n.

As an approximation for ice, σO = 100 kPa is commonly

taken (Paterson, 1994). Then in Eq. (3), τF = σV = 66.7 kPa

for ice creeping above a frozen bed and τT = σV = 38.6 kPa

for ice sliding above a thawed bed that can include mobi-

lized till. The value τF = 66.7 kPa for n= 3 is close to σV =

68.3 kPa using the critical shear stress yield criterion when

n= 8 (Hughes, 1983). The gravitational driving stress for

sheet flow in the Antarctic Ice Sheet, where Eq. (3) applies,

is commonly 45–55 kPa (e.g., Budd et al., 1971; Drewry,

1983). These values lie between the 38.6 and 66.7 kPa lim-

its for viscoplastic yield stress σV in Fig. 2 postulated here

for temperate ice moving over a thawed bed or wet till and

for generally colder ice moving over a frozen bed or till, re-

spectively applied to ice in tributaries and to ice between

tributaries. For typical flowlines 1500 km long on the East

Antarctic Ice Sheet, take ρI= 917 kg m−3, g = 9.8 m s−2,

hI= 3 km, α= 0.002, and (a–r)= 0.1 m a−1. Then τO =

ρIghIα= 54× 103 kg m−1 s−2
= 54 kPa, which lies between

τF = 66.7 kPa and τT = 38.6 kPa in Eq. (3). All this provides

a physical basis for our two viscoplastic yield stresses that

accompany ice-bed uncoupling.

Following Hughes (1998, chapter 9), if thawing of a frozen

bed begins in hollows between hills, so the bed becomes a

mosaic of frozen and thawed patches, thawed patches will

increasingly include hills until the whole bed is thawed.

Conversely, if a thawed bed becomes frozen first on hills,

frozen patches will increasingly include hollows until the

whole bed is frozen. This rolling bed topography typically

developed before glaciation when fluvial processes produced

a dendritic pattern of small streams supplying large rivers.

Therefore, the thawed patches should lengthen in the direc-

www.the-cryosphere.net/10/193/2016/ The Cryosphere, 10, 193–225, 2016
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tion of ice flow and become tributaries that supply major ice

streams, as shown dramatically by Rignot et al. (2011) for

the Antarctic Ice Sheet, see Fig. 1. Their results are consis-

tent with this way of linking thawed areas to bed topography

and even subglacial lakes in applying Eq. (3), see Wilch and

Hughes (2000), Siegert (2001), and Smith et al. (2009). Bed

topography provides locations for converting slow sheet flow

into fast stream flow. We let increasing f in Eq. (3) reflect the

convergence of tributaries as they crowd together to become

ice streams. Figure 1 then becomes a map of places where

f = 1 (tributaries) and f = 0 (between tributaries), which

may be approximately the case, but isolated thawed patches

can exist between tributaries.

3 Ice-bed uncoupling for stream flow

Ice streams develop from their tributaries when basal melt-

water progressively drowns bedrock bumps that penetrate

basal ice and supersaturates till, thereby dilating till in di-

rections of ice flow. This occurs when f = 1, so additional

melting must deepen the basal water layer, rather than in-

crease its areal extent, and must supersaturate subglacial till.

Then floating fraction φ replaces thawed fraction f along

flowlines.

3.1 Quantifying ice-bed uncoupling

A geometrical force balance combines with a simple mass

balance to calculate hI based on the formula (Hughes et al.,

2011; Hughes, 2012, chapter 10):

φ = hF/hI, (9)

where hF is the height (thickness) of ice that floats in basal

water. It is related to basal ice area AF that floats in given

basal area AO so that φ = AF /AO because hF is adjusted

until hFAO = hIAF are volumes of ice that exert the same

vertical gravitational force on the bed. At a point having zero

basal area, height hF is still determined byAF /AO in the im-

mediately surrounding basal area, see Fig. 4. This flotation

condition exists under West Antarctic ice streams (Kamb,

2001; Fricker and Scambos, 2009; Engelhardt and Kamb,

2013).

A holistic ice-sheet model must provide smooth transitions

from sheet flow to stream flow to shelf flow for the longitudi-

nal force balance in the direction of gravitational flow of ice,

a task now accomplished by continuum models (e.g., Pattyn,

2003; Sargent, 2009; Sargent and Fastook, 2010; Blatter et

al., 2011). In continuum mechanics, divergence of the stress

tensor reduces to extending (or compressive) flow in flow-

lines or flowbands of constant width, a simplification we em-

ploy here.

Our force balance is done for flowbands having the width

of an ice stream, assumed to be constant, so the six resisting

stresses in the equilibrium equations reduce to four, a longi-

Figure 4. A cartoon of the bed under an ice stream. Ice flow is

along incremental length 1x in plan view (top) and at x in trans-

verse cross-section (bottom). Ice is either floating above bedrock or

supersaturated sediments and till (undotted areas) or grounded on

bedrock or unsaturated sediments and till (dotted areas) for respec-

tive floating flowband widths wF and grounded flowband widths wI

–wF. Floating fraction φ of ice over area wI1x becomes φ = wF

/wI at x when 1x→ 0.

tudinal tension stress σT that pulls upslope ice, a longitudi-

nal compression stress σC that pushes downslope ice, a basal

shear stress τO due to basal drag, and a side shear stress τS
due to side drag. Transverse stresses caused by converging

and diverging flow that changes the flowband width can then

be ignored in the essentially one-dimensional solutions pre-

sented here. This allows a force balance based on simple ge-

ometry in the longitudinal direction of ice flow, along which

all of these stresses vary with changing floating fraction φ

of ice in the flowband. This is a visual approach, with forces

represented by geometrical areas. Partial differential equa-

tions such as the equilibrium equations are avoided. For sheet

flow, φ= 0 when the bed is dry (frozen) and φ approaches

zero when the bed is wet (thawed). For stream flow, 0 <φ < 1

with φ often increasing downstream. For shelf flow, φ= 1 for

a freely floating ice shelf and φ approaches one when a con-

fined and locally pinned ice shelf buttresses the ice stream.
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Figure 4 is a cartoon showing places where φ= 0 for

ice grounded on a wet bed under an ice stream, and φ= 1

for places where ice floats in water under the ice stream.

Hughes (2012, chapter 10) assumed these places generally

correspond to hills and hollows in bedrock topography, or

to soft sediments or till that are unsaturated and supersatu-

rated with water, respectively. Bedrock hills and unsaturated

till resist gravitational motion. Taking Cartesian coordinates

with x horizontal and positive against ice flow, y horizontal

and transverse to ice flow, and z vertical and positive above

sea level, at distance x from the ice-shelf grounding line, a

flowband of width wI has floating segments that add up to

width wF <wI in the ice stream. Floating fraction φ defined

by Eq. (9) is linked to the horizontal longitudinal force-and-

mass balance at x using this elaboration:

φ =
wF

wI

=
hF

hI

=
(ρW /ρI)hW

hI

=
ρWghW

ρIghI

=
P ∗W

PI

, (10)

where hF = hI (wF /wI)= hIφ is the part of ice thickness hI

supported by basal water, ρW is water density, ρI is ice den-

sity, hW is an effective water depth that would float thick-

ness hF of ice, P ∗W is a reduction of basal water pressure

PW that is caused by hW and increases as basal drag re-

sisting ice flow decreases, PI is the ice overburden pressure,

and g is gravity acceleration. In a vertical force balance, ap-

ply Newton’s second and third laws of motion to the base

of columns having basal area AO = wI1x. Gravity forces

ρIghIAO and ρW g hWAO are balanced by pressure forces

PIAO and P ∗WAO , respectively, giving P ∗W = ρWghW as the

actual basal water pressure and PI = ρIghI as the basal ice

pressure. For ice shelves, P ∗W = PW = PI everywhere. For

ice streams P ∗W < PW ≈ PI because basal water flowing from

sources to sinks causes variations in PW that do not coin-

cide everywhere with PI. Taking σWhI = P
∗

WhW in a longi-

tudinal force balance introduces back-stress σW in ice due

to P
∗

W = 1/2P ∗W that resists ice motion, where P ∗W < PW at

x > 0 under an ice stream and P ∗W = PW at x = 0 under an

ice shelf (see Fig. 5). At the calving front water is in direct

contact with a vertical ice cliff and σW = 1/2PW(hW/hI) in

the longitudinal force balance.

3.2 Stresses resisting stream flow

Figure 5 shows an exaggerated vertical longitudinal cross-

section of a flowband from the ice divide to an ice stream

and ending at the calving front of a confined and pinned ice

shelf. Flow is from right to left. The top panel shows in shad-

ing the part of the flowband that rests on the bed. Solid, bro-

ken, and dashed lines show respective heights hI, hF, and hW

above basal ice. The ice shelf lies in a confining embayment

grounded along side lengths LS, at an ice rise of circumfer-

ence CR, and at ice rumples of area AR, so it buttresses the

ice stream. Stresses resisting gravitational flow are σT, σC,

τO , and τS shown at distance x from the ice-shelf grounding

line for longitudinal tension, longitudinal compression, basal

Figure 5. The geometrical force balance on an ice stream ending as

a confined ice shelf. Top: resisting stresses that resist gravitational

flow. The bed supports ice in the shaded area. Ice in the unshaded

area is supported by basal water pressure. Middle: gravitational

forces at x represented as triangles and a rectangle are linked to

specific resisting stresses. The area inside the thick border is linked

to σC. Heights hI, hW, and hF are measured from the bed for x > 0.

Bottom: resisting stresses and gravitational forces along 1x. Re-

sisting and gravitational forces are balanced along x and 1x.

drag, and side drag, respectively, with τO and τS averaged

over the distance from 0 to x. In the middle and bottom pan-

els, the areas of large triangles are longitudinal gravitational

driving forces for stream flow, with the areas of smaller trian-

gles and rectangles within these large triangles being longitu-

dinal forces that resist gravitational flow. Before our discus-

sion of Fig. 5, readers not familiar with the geometric treat-

ment of the longitudinal force balance should go to Appendix

A and see the simplest applications, using the area of trian-

gles to represent longitudinal gravitational forces for linear

sheet flow on a horizontal bed and linear shelf flow at the

calving front. In the middle panel of Fig. 5, the area of the

largest triangle is the gravitational driving force at x. It is re-

duced at the calving front of the ice shelf, with only interior

areas linked to σT and σW remaining, where σT is a tensile

stress and σW is a water buttressing stress in the longitudi-

nal force balance σWhI = PWhW , see Appendix A. In the
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lower panel of Fig. 5, the difference in the areas of the large

triangles at x and x+1x is the gravitational driving force.

When inner triangular areas 1 and 5 grow to equal the size of

the respective large triangles as x increases, their difference

in area is linked to basal shear stress τO for sheet flow, see

Appendix A.

The middle panel shows a large triangular area equal to

gravitational driving force 1/2PIhI. Within that triangle are

areas linked to resisting forces, with the area inside the bold

border linked to compressive force σChI that pushes down-

stream ice, and the remaining small triangular area linked

to tensile force σT hI.that pulls upstream ice. Because ice

height hI is common to all three forces, this force balance

gives (Thomas, 2004):

1/2PI = P I = σC+ σT. (11)

Note that σC� σT because area 1+2+3 enclosed by the bold

border at x greatly exceeds triangle area 4 see the bottom

panel, so a minor downslope decrease in resistance to ice

flow causes a small decrease in σC but a large increase in

σT because PI is initially unchanged until hI lowers. This

shows how σT can pull more ice out of ice sheets for only

a small decrease in downslope resistance to ice flow (Hughes,

1992). At the calving front of an ice shelf, Appendix A

shows how Eq. (11) becomes the Weertman (1957b) ana-

lytical solution of the Navier–Stokes equations because here

σC = PW(hW/hI)= P I(ρI/ρW).

The bottom panel equates areas 1, 2, and 3 with compres-

sive force σChI, triangular area 4 to tensile force σThI, tri-

angular area 3 to water-buttressing force σWhI, area 3+ 4 to

flotation force σFhI, the difference between triangular areas

5 and 1 to basal drag force τO1x, and the difference between

rectangular areas 6 and 2 to side drag force 2τS1x for two

sides. Balancing these longitudinal forces as 1x→ 0 gives

(Hughes, 2009, 2012, Appendix G):

σT = 1/2ρIghI(1− ρI/ρW)φ
2
= P I(1− ρI/ρW)φ

2 (12)

σC = 1/2ρIghI[1− (1− ρI/ρW)φ
2
] =

P I[1− (1− ρI/ρW)φ
2
] (13)

σW = 1/2ρIghI(ρI/ρW)φ
2
= P I(ρI/ρW)φ

2 (14)

σF = σT+ σW = P Iφ
2 (15)

τO = ρIghI(1−φ)[αI− ∂(hIφ)/∂x] → PI(1−φ)
2α (16)

τS = 1/2ρIghI(wI/hI)[φαI+ (1− 2φ)∂(hIφ)/∂x]

→ PI(wI/hI)φ(1−φ)α. (17)

The arrow in Eqs. (16) and (17) means “approaches” when

∂φ/∂x variations are placed between 1x steps. Figure 6

plots variations with φ for the resisting stresses given by

Eqs. (12) through (17), normalized with respect to gravita-

tional driving stresses PIα or P I.

Side shear strain rate ε̇xy increases and becomes more nar-

rowly confined to lateral shear zones downstream for both

Figure 6. Variations of normalized stresses in Eqs. (12) through

(17) with floating fraction φ of ice. Solid curves are for flow-

bands. Broken curve τO/PIα for a flowline is identical to τO/PIα+

2(hI/hW)τS/PIα for a flowband, when side drag in the flowband is

added to basal drag in its central flowline, see Hughes (2009, 2012,

chapter 12 and appendices G through N). The linear dashed line

is the average of τO/PIα and τO/PIα+ (hI/hW)τS/PIα for flow-

bands.

Byrd Glacier (Whillans et al., 1989; Van der Veen et al.,

2014) and Jakobshavn Isbrae (Fastook et al., 1995), even

though side shear stress τS = σxy in Fig. 6 rises to a maxi-

mum and then decreases to zero. This is because τS varies

with the product φ (1−φ) in Eq. (17), as required to bal-

ance the net gravitational force in Fig. 5 represented by the

difference in areas between rectangles 6 and 2 with resisting

force τS1x. Physically, the decrease of τS can be ascribed to

increased downstream frictional heating and development of

an easy-glide ice fabric in the two lateral shear zones which

combine to reduce side coupling with slower ice on either

side of these ice streams. This in itself would allow side

shear strain rate ε̇xy to increase. A decrease of τS as φ in-

creases from 0.5 to 1.0 will occur if shear rupture (Schul-

son and Duval, 2009) fractures the whole ice thickness, with
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Figure 7. A longitudinal profile of an ice-sheet flowband of constant

width on a horizontal bed showing components of the mass balance

for sheet, stream, and shelf flow from right to left. Ice thickness hI

and mean ice velocity ux are shown at the ungrounding line (x= 0),

along an ice stream (x), at the beginning of stream flow (x = S), and

at the beginning of sheet flow (x = L) for mean accumulation rate

a and ice thinning rate r averaged along x, and rates a and r at x.

These same components exist for variable bed topography.

top crevasses extending downward toward sea level (Van der

Veen, 1998a) and bottom crevasses extending upward toward

sea level (Van der Veen, 1998b). This is seen by the lateral

rifts that open alongside Byrd Glacier when it leaves the lat-

eral confinement of the fjord walls in Barne Inlet (Hughes,

1977), and the longitudinal rifts called “The Zipper” that

open in Jakobshavn Isbrae when floating ice spills over the

south wall of Jakobshavn Isfjord to form a broad ice lobe

ending on land (Prescott et al., 2003). This allows extending

strain rates ε̇yy across shear zones.

Longitudinal strain rate ε̇xx beyond the ungrounding line

is initially compressive for Byrd Glacier, due to the great in-

ertia of the Ross Ice Shelf (Van der Veen et al., 2014), and

is almost zero for Jakobshavn Isbrae, primarily due to but-

tressing from ice rumples near the calving front that proba-

bly contributes to the lateral spreading (Prescott et al., 2003).

Ice-shelf buttressing is an important part of our study.

The longitudinal force gradient has dimensions of stress

and is (Hughes, 2012, chapter 12):

∂(σFhI)/∂x = ∂(σThI)/∂x+ ∂(σWhI)/∂x

= PI(ρW /ρI)φαW→ PIφ
2αI, (18)

where 1h/1x→ α is the ice surface slope, 1hI/1x→ αI
is the ice thickness gradient, and1hW/1x→ αW is the gra-

dient of basal water height, giving effective basal water pres-

sure P ∗W resisting gravitational ice flow, all as 1x→ 0, and

αW = (ρI/ρW)∂(hIφ /∂x)→ (ρI /ρW)φαI from Eq. (10).

Water buttressing produces back-stress σW = (hW/hI)P
∗

W in

ice due to P
∗

W in a longitudinal force balance. Flotation stress

σF in ice is due to σW+ σT in the longitudinal force balance

σFhI = σWhI+ σThI. These are real stresses. They are ob-

scured using holistic continuum mechanics in conventional

ice-sheet models, but they visibly emerge from the geomet-

rical force balance in the holistic ice-sheet model based on

Fig. 5.

In Thomas (2004), compressive stress σC at x results from

all downstream resistance to ice flow. A longitudinal force

balance for constant wI gives, referring to Fig. 5 (top):

σCAx = σChIwI = τO(wIx+AR)+ τS(2hIx+ 2hSLS

+hRCR)+ (PWhW)OwI, (19)

where τO is the average basal shear stress over downslope

basal areawIx of the ice stream and basal areaAR of ice rum-

ples on the ice shelf, τS is the average side shear stress over

downslope side areas 2hIx of the ice stream, 2hSLS of the

ice shelf, and hRCR of ice rises on the ice shelf for average

ice thicknesses hI along length x of the ice stream, hS along

grounded side lengths LS of the ice shelf, and hR around

circumference CR of ice rises, and (PWhW)OwI is the back-

force at x = 0 due to average water pressure PW in water of

depth hW at the ice-shelf grounding line. Under surface ice

rumples, bedrock contacts ice and allows basal sliding. Un-

der surface ice rises, bedrock penetrates ice so ice must shear

around ice rises.

As shown in Appendix B, the φ dependences of τO and

τS based on Fig. 5 are

τO = P IwIhI(1−φ)
2/(wIx+AR) (20)

and

τS = PIwIhIφ(1−φ)/(2hIx+ 2hSLS+hR,CR). (21)

Demonstrating that hF in Eqs. (9) and (10) is real, and there-

fore σW is real, has been a learning experience (Hughes,

1992, 2003, 2009, 2011, 2012, chapter 10; Reusch and

Hughes, 2003; Hughes et al., 2011). Relating hF to hI and

hW at the calving front of an ice shelf uses the horizontal lon-

gitudinal force balance ρIhI = ρWhW because heavier water

of height hW buttresses lighter ice of height hI, so hF = hI=

(ρW /ρI)hW, see Appendix A. This is also true at an ice-shelf

grounding line. Ignore the ice shelf so the grounding line

becomes the calving front and water buttresses both. Creep

thinning of an unconfined ice shelf from the grounding line

to the calving front produces a concave ice-thickness pro-

file (Sanderson, 1979; Van der Veen, 1983), so the geometri-

cal force balance on a column of ice must include buttress-

ing from the wedge of water under the ice column (Hughes,

2012, chapter 9). It gives the same result as at the calving

front.

This result also applies for the concave profile up an ice

stream when floating fraction φ of ice is introduced. It al-

lows water of height hW at x > 0 in Fig. 5 to “buttress” an

ice stream at distance x upstream from the ice-shelf ground-

ing line. Height hW acts like water impounded by a “dam”

that exists because downstream resistance to water flowing

under an ice stream exists. It is similar to resistance from
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a laterally confined and locally pinned ice shelf that causes

hW to be greater and gradient dhW / dx to be less at the

grounding line than they would be for a freely floating ice

shelf. The obvious demonstration of this is the height of wa-

ter in boreholes drilled by Barclay Kamb and Hermann En-

gelhardt along Whillans Ice Stream: the water height above

the bed was well above sea level and somewhat below the

height needed to float ice thickness hI, so hF <hI as shown in

Fig. 5, see Kamb (2001). Mean effective water pressure P
∗

W

in Eq. (10) “buttresses” ice in the longitudinal force balance

by producing a water back-stress σW in ice of height hI above

the bed in the force balance P̄ ∗WhW = σWhI . The grounded

fraction 1−φ of ice allows some basal drag that “dams” basal

water. MacAyeal (1989) modeled Whillans Ice Stream as a

linear ice shelf with some basal drag too small to seriously

affect integrating the Morland–MacAyeal equations for shelf

flow. More basal drag was allowed when Hughes (1992) in-

troduced φ and the geometrical force balance for ice streams

shown in Fig. 5.

The distinction between P ∗W in Eq. (10) and PW is that

PW ≈ PI vertically when the bed is merely wet, but P ∗W < PI

horizontally in proportion to AW <AO for ice floating over

basal area AF = AW within basal area AO . Where Kamb and

Engelhardt drilled through Whillans Ice Stream, AW was not

much less than AO . Effective water pressure P ∗W = PI only

when φ = 1 for fully floating ice, thereby converting the ice

stream into a linear ice shelf without basal or side drag, see

Eqs. (16) and (17). When P ∗W is multiplied by water height

hW the product is the longitudinal force of water pushing

upslope at x, a force that is reduced from the similar force

for the same hW at the calving front by φ.

The longitudinal force balance pits gravitational driv-

ing force gradient 1(P IhI)/1x = PIα as 1x→0, obtained

from the difference between area 5+ 6+ 7+ 8 and area

1+2+3+4 in incremental length 1x in Fig. 5, against re-

sisting drag stresses τO and τS and flotation force gradient

∂(σFhI)/∂x to obtain (Hughes, 2011, 2012, Appendix G):

PIα = τO + 2τS(hI /wI)+ ∂(σFhI)/∂x. (22)

Equation (22) is satisfied using substitutions from Eqs. (16)–

(18). By “satisfied” we mean it includes all the components

of the longitudinal gravitational force given by the area of

the big triangle in the middle panel of Fig. 5, and the resisting

stresses linked to floating fraction φ. Gradient ∂φ/∂x is taken

as zero for each 1x step, so changes occur between steps, as

was done with bed topography.

Equation (22) is the standard equation for linear stream

flow that is also obtained from linear continuum me-

chanics, where σF is the longitudinal deviator stress and

∂(σFhI)/∂x is the longitudinal force gradient. It is iden-

tical to Eq. (3.3.12) derived by Van der Veen (1999),

where τbx = PIα, τdx = τO , ∂(HRxy)/∂y = 2τS(hI /wI),

and ∂(HRxx)/∂x = ∂(σFhI)/∂x.

Now approximate bed topography with an up-down stair-

case in which 1x is the constant step length and ±1hB is

the variable gain or loss in step height. A normal stress σN
in the direction of ice flow pushes against −1hB and pulls

away from +1hB with force FN =±σN1hB compared to

gravitational driving force FG = P IhI, so that σN1hB/1x

and PI1h/1x are force gradients with σN close to vis-

coplastic yield stress σV in Fig. 2. Then FN is much less

than FG until the bed slope exceeds ±30 degrees (Hughes,

2012, Appendix E), so FN can be ignored for lesser bed

slopes. Then 1h=1hI can be used for each 1x step. Sub-

stituting Eqs. (16)–(18) into Eq. (22), putting terms contain-

ing ∂φ /∂x between 1x steps, dividing by PI, solving for

surface slope α, and returning to the incremental form so

∂φ / ∂x ≈1φ /1x and α ≈1h/1x:

1h

1x
=
1(σFhI)/1x

PI

+
τO

PI

+
2τS(hI/wI)

PI

(23)

= φ2

(
1hI

1x

)
F

+ (1−φ)2
(
1hI

1x

)
G

+ 2φ(1−φ)

(
1h

1x

)
.

Here 1hI =1h on 1x steps, so (1h/1x)F is for the float-

ing fraction of the ice column linked to σF and (1h/1x)G
is for the grounded fraction of the ice column linked to τO
on these steps. We have ignored 1hB /1x and 1φ /1x by

substituting an up-down staircase that makes these changes

occur instantaneously between1x steps. This is a major sim-

plification that if unwarranted invalidates everything that fol-

lows, see Hughes (2012, chapter 20, Appendices E and P)

for elaborations of this point. Because of the reduction in

ice-bed coupling when grounded ice floats, (1hI /1x)F <

(1hI /1x)G and a smoothed surface slope 1h/1x will lie

between these values when 0 < φ < 1, as is the case with

ice streams.

As shown in Appendix C, when only the geometrical force

balance is used, Eqs. (19) through (21) combine with Eq. (13)

to give:

φ = h0/hI, (24)

where h0 is at x = 0 and hI is at any x. We apply both to

Jakobshavn Isbrae and Byrd Glacier. Equation (24) is ob-

tained both for ice streams with side shear and for the central

flowline of an ice stream without side shear (Hughes, 2012,

chapter 11). In Eq. (24), hO is ice height above the bed at

x= 0 where the ice stream becomes a floating ice shelf, so

hO = hI when φ= 1 but φ < 1 at horizontal distances x up

the ice stream where hO <hI. For sheet flow, φ= 0 because

hO = 0 at the ice margin. For shelf flow, φ= 1 when hO = hI

everywhere. For stream flow, 1 >φ > 0 because hI >hO . Fas-

took and Hughes (2013) obtained φ from glacial geology to

compare ice-sheet reconstructions during the last glaciation

cycle using Eq. (24) at specified times with reconstructions

using the University Of Maine Ice Sheet Model (UMISM) in

three dimensions over time.

The mass balance must be combined with the force bal-

ance to obtain solutions of φ that satisfy Eq. (9). A simple
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mass balance is shown in Fig. 7 for constant ice accumu-

lation rate a and ice thinning rate r along x, with hI = hL
where ice velocity ux = 0 at the ice divide (x = L), hI = hS
where ux = uS and stream flow begins (x= S), and hI = hO
where ux = uO at the ice-shelf grounding line (x= 0). Ap-

pendix D shows how (1h/1x)G is obtained from the mass

balance written as

hIux = (a− r)(L− x), (25)

where ux = ūx = uS is the basal sliding velocity where ice

steams are grounded on a thawed bed in Fig. 4. Since a and

r can vary along x, Eq. (25) is a simplification comparable

to Eq. (23) and, if unwarranted, invalidates everything that

follows. Validation requires that φ, hB, a, and r vary slowly

along x in both equations.

In the Weertman (1957a) theory for sheet flow, ux = uS =

(τO/B)
m with bed roughness included in sliding parameter

B andm= 1/2(n+1). Taking τO = ρIghIα and α = dhI/dx

where the ice stream is grounded in Fig. 4, Eq. (25) gives(
1hI

1x

)
G

=
τO

ρIghI

=
(B/ρIg)[(a− r)(L− x)]

1
m

h
m+1
m

I

. (26)

The weak dependence hI ∝ (a – r)1/3 for m= 2 justifies ig-

noring slow variations of (a – r) and also of a and r sep-

arately along x for grounded ice in mass balance Eq. (25).

Following the treatment by Hughes et al. (2011) and Hughes

(2012, Appendix B) for basal sliding modified to include

stream flow, and using Eq. (5) by analogy, B = τO/u
1/m
x =

σT/(ε̇xx3O)
1/m with ux requiring longitudinal tension stress

σT and strain rate ε̇xx = ux /3O in ice along longitudinal di-

ameter 3O of bedrock bumps shaped like pyramids, where

rates of melting–freezing regelation and high-stress creep are

equal in distance 3O . From Fig. 2, σT = σV = 38.6 kPa is

the viscoplastic yield stress in ice caused by basal sliding

and till deformation when n= 3 and where the ice stream is

grounded in Fig. 4.

Where ice streams float above the bed in Fig. 4, Ap-

pendix E shows how (1hI/1x)F is obtained from the mass

balance in Fig. 7 written as follows:

hIux = h0uO + (a− r)x. (27)

Differentiating Eq. (27) with respect to x gives uxα+hIε̇xx =

(a− r), where α = dhI / dx and ε̇xx = dux / dx is the longi-

tudinal strain rate linked to tensile pulling stress σT = 2σxx
in the flow law of ice ε̇xx = (σT/2A)

n for ice hardness pa-

rameter A and viscoplastic exponent n (Hughes, 2012, Ap-

pendix D). By analogy with Eq. (5),A= σT/2ε̇
1/n
xx and Fig. 2

gives σT = σV = 66.7 kPa for cold ice when n= 3. Taking

α = dhI / dx where the ice stream is floating in Fig. 4 and

using Eq. (12) for σT, Eq. (27) gives the following:(
1hI

1x

)
F

=
hI(a− r)−h

2
I

[
(ρIghI/4A)(1− ρI/ρW)φ

2
]n

h0uO + (a− r)x
. (28)

3.3 The floating fraction of ice for flowbands and

flowlines

Collecting terms in Eq. (23) and taking hI = h for our hori-

zontal 1x step gives

(1− 2φ+ 2φ2)
1h

1x
= φ2

(
1h

1x

)
F

+ (1−φ)2
(
1h

1x

)
G

. (29)

Writing as a quadratic equation:[
2

(
1h

1x

)
−

(
1h

1x

)
F

−

(
1h

1x

)
G

]
φ2
−

[
2

(
1h

1x

)
− 2

(
1h

1x

)
G

]
φ

+

[(
1h

1x

)
−

(
1h

1x

)
G

]
= 0. (30)

Setting C1= (1h/1x), C2= (1h/1x)F , and

C3= (1h/1x)G and solving for φ gives the solution

for an ice stream having constant width and side shear:

φ =
(C1−C3)±

[
(C1−C3)

2
− (C1−C3)(2C1−C2−C3)

]1/2

2C1−C2−C3
. (31)

In a flowline solution, width wI= 0 so τS = 0. Yet side

drag remains and contributes to the ice elevation needed to

overcome resistance to ice flow, so it must be taken into

account in some way, especially for narrow ice streams

(Dupont and Alley, 2005, 2006). The best way is to enlarge

τO to become effective basal shear stress τ ∗O linked to ar-

eas 5+6 minus areas 1+2 as incremental length1x→ 0 in

Fig. 5. Then τ ∗O is the following:

τ ∗O = ρIghI(1−φ
2)1h/1x− ρIgh

2
I φ1φ/1x. (32)

The longitudinal force balance given by Eq. (23), putting the

1φ/1x terms in Eqs. (16) through (18) as abrupt changes

in φ between 1x steps, becomes (Hughes, 2012, chapter 11)

the following:

1h

1x
=
1(σFhI)/1x

PI

+
τ ∗O

PI

= φ2

(
1h

1x

)
F

+ (1−φ2)

(
1h

1x

)
G

. (33)

Collecting terms containing φ gives the following:[(
1h

1x

)
G

−

(
1h

1x

)
F

]
φ2
−

[(
1h

1x

)
G

−

(
1h

1x

)]
= 0. (34)

Solving for φ gives the solution for an ice-stream centerline

with side shear added to basal shear:

φ =±

[
C3−C1

C3−C2

]1/2

. (35)

In Eqs. (31) and (35), the correct solution puts φ in the range

0≤ φ ≤ 1.
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Equation (29) includes (1h/1x)F for floating fraction φ

of ice in our model, linked to longitudinal strain rate ε̇xx as

incorporated into Eq. (28) using the flow law of ice when σT

is given by Eq. (12). From Appendix E and Hughes (2012,

chapter 12),

ε̇ = ε̇xx = (σT/2A)
n
=

[
(ρIghI/4A)(1− ρI/ρW)φ

2
]n

=
[
(ρIghI/4A)(1− ρI/ρW)− (σB/2A)

]n
. (36)

Here σB is a back-stress due to buttressing by a confined

and pinned ice shelf given by

σB = fB[1/2ρIgh0(1− ρI /ρW)], (37)

where fB is a buttressing fraction with fB = 0 for no but-

tressing and fB = 1 for full buttressing.

Equations (31) and (35) allow two treatments for ε̇ varying

along x for ice streams that supply ice shelves. One treatment

emphasizes φ at x > 0:

ε̇ =
[
(ρIghI/4A)(1− ρI /ρW)φ

2
]n
, (38)

with φ2
= [1 - fB(hO /hI)] at x= 0 being a measure of ice-

shelf buttressing such that φ= 1 if the ice shelf has disinte-

grated so fB= 0. If φ is replaced by ice-shelf buttressing at

x= 0, then Eq. (36) gives the other treatment with Eq. (37)

substituted for σB to emphasize fB for buttressing at x= 0:

ε̇ = [(ρIghI / 4A)(1− ρI/ρW)]
n
[1− fB(h0/hI)]

n. (39)

Eq. (39) shows that ice-shelf buttressing, like φ, is transmit-

ted upstream. With either Eq. (38) or Eq. (39) substituted for

ε̇ in Eqs. (28) and (36), we see that (1h/1x)F varies with

either φ6 or [1− fB(hO/hI)]
3 for n= 3. Both possibilities

will be considered. In the case of Eq. (39), fB in the range 0

≤ fB ≤ 1 is chosen to conform with the observed hO at the

ice-shelf grounding line because unbuttressing decreases hO
over time due to enhanced ice-shelf thinning.When the ice

shelf has disintegrated, fB= 0 is expected. Eq. (39) should

be compared with one used by Thomas (2004) in modeling

the ongoing surge of Jakobshavn Isbrae following disintegra-

tion of its buttressing ice shelf in Jakobshavn Isfjord.

4 Ice-bed uncoupling for shelf flow

Our primary controlling variable for shelf flow is the unbut-

tressed fraction φO at the grounding line of floating ice. The

ability of ice shelves to buttress ice streams was recognized

early (Hughes, 1972, 1973; Thomas, 1973a, 1973b), but has

only recently gained wide acceptance and spurred efforts at

holistic ice sheet modeling, see Thomas (2004), Thomas et

al. (2004), Dupont and Alley (2005, 2006), and Gagliardini et

al. (2010) for numerical models, Schoof (2007) for a theoret-

ical model, and Rignot et al. (2004), Scambos et al. (2004),

and Pritchard et al. (2009) for field studies. One reason for

the hesitation is illustrated in Fig. 5. Resistance to ice flow

by basal drag is represented by the shaded part of the lon-

gitudinal gravitational driving force given by triangular area

P IhI per unit flowband width wI. This shaded area vanishes

when ice becomes afloat, leaving only water triangle 1 hav-

ing area PWhW as the longitudinal force of water buttressing

the ice. This is the case whether or not an ice shelf exists, so

long as φ= 1 at x= 0. However, side shear can exist for an

ice shelf in a confining embayment, even if flowbands from

ice streams that supply the ice shelf move with the velocity of

shelf flow, so these flowbands have little or no side shear, as

is generally observed for the large Antarctic ice shelves that

buttress ice streams (Hughes, 1982,1983; Hulbe and Fahne-

stock, 2004).

4.1 Stresses causing ice-shelf buttressing

A freely floating ice shelf provides only water buttressing to

supplying ice streams. The tensile pulling stress at the ice-

shelf grounding line is then given by Eq. (12) with φ = 0 and

hI = h0 so that, as shown in Appendix A:

σT = 1/2ρIgh0(1− ρI/ρW). (40)

The closest approximation to keeping hI = hO everywhere

on the ice shelf occurs if the ice shelf occupies a confining

embayment and ice is locally pinned to the bed so ice rises

(strong pinning) and ice rumples (weak pinning) develop on

the ice surface. Then back-stress σB buttresses the ice stream

at the ice-shelf grounding line, where σB is subtracted from

σT given by Eq. (40):

σT = 1/2ρIgh0(1− ρI /ρW)− σB. (41)

With this subtraction, solving Eq. (41) for h0 gives the fol-

lowing:

h0 = 2(σT+ σB)/ρIg(1− ρI /ρW). (42)

Eq. (42) shows that hO increases when σB increases due

to ice-shelf confinement and pinning, with σB given by

Eq. (37).

Ice-shelf buttressing of ice streams produces compressive

stress σC given by Eq. (19) at the grounding line where

φ = 1, hI = h0, and x = 0. Removing water-buttressing force

(PWhW)OwI = P Ih0(ρI/ρW)wI gives the following:

(σB)O =
[
τOAR+ τS(2hSLS+hRCR)

]
/h0wI. (43)

To quantify buttressing, unbuttressed fraction φO at x= 0

is needed for ice shelves such that φO = 1 for freely floating

ice beyond the grounding line (no buttressing) and φO = 0

when the entire ice shelf is fully enclosed or fully grounded

(full buttressing). Ice-shelf buttressing can be quantified by
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Table 2. Quantifying the Jakobshavn Effect in a life-cycle classification for ice streams.

  59 

 1 
2 

applying Eq. (11) to the ice-shelf grounding line, now in-

cluding σC, which incorporates water buttressing:

(σT)O = (P I− σC)O = (P I)O−[
τOAR+ τS(2hSLS+hRCR)+ (PWhW)OwI

]
/h0wI

= [P I−PW(ρI /ρW)]O

−
[
τOAR+ τS(2hSLS+hRCR)

]
/h0wI

= (P I)O(1− ρI /ρW)− (σB)O , (44)

where (σB)O = 0 in the absence of a confining embayment

and basal pinning points that impede pure shelf flow. Com-

paring Eq. (44) with Eq. (12) for φ= 1 at x= 0 shows that

compressive stress (σB)O is a result of ice-shelf buttressing,

as formulated by Thomas (1973a, b).

4.2 The unbuttressed ice fraction at the grounding line

Define an ice-shelf unbuttressed fraction φO at x= 0 as fol-

lows:

(σT)O = (P I)O(1− ρI/ρW)− (σB)O

= (P I)O(1− ρI/ρW)φO = (σU )OφO , (45)

where (σU )O = (P I)O(1− ρI /ρW) is σT at hI = h0 in

Eq. (44) for an unconfined ice shelf that provides no but-

tressing from partial grounding. Solving Eq. (45) for φO :

φO =
(P I)O(1− ρI /ρW)− (σB)O

(P I)O(1− ρI /ρW)
=
(σU )O − (σB)O

(σU )O

= 1−

(
σB

σU

)
O

. (46)

Equation (46) preserves in φO the definition of φ as a float-

ing fraction. An ice shelf can be grounded along its sides in

an embayment and locally where ice rises and ice rumples

appear on the surface. The more of these grounded regions,

the less “floating” is the ice shelf. Eq. (46) also suggests a

basal buoyancy factor φB defined as:

φB = φφO , (47)
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where φ represents the loss of ice-bed coupling under an ice

stream as φ increases, and φO represents the loss of ice-shelf

buttressing beyond the ice stream as φO increases (Hughes,

1992, 2011, 2012, chapter 25).

Table 2 links Eq. (47) to the life cycle of an ice stream, be-

ginning with φB = φ = φO = 1 and ending with φB = φ =

φO = 0. Note that an ice stream shuts down when either

φ or φO is zero, leaving only slow sheet flow. The point

here is that ice-bed coupling is quantified by floating frac-

tion φ at x > 0 linked to longitudinal and shear stresses that

resist stream flow, whereas ice-shelf buttressing is quantified

by φO at x= 0 linked to grounding ranging from a freely

floating ice tongue to a fully confined ice shelf or a fully

grounded ice lobe. Their product φB then quantifies cou-

pling for sheet, stream, and shelf flow. Any path can be

taken between φB = 1 and φB = 0, as well as paths that

remain between these limits so no life cycle is completed.

Two independent paths can complete a life cycle. One moves

along the φ axis and represents increasing ice-bed coupling,

called here the Zwally Effect (Zwally et al., 2002). The other

moves along the φO axis and represents increasing ice-shelf

buttressing, called here the Thomas Effect (Thomas, 2004).

Their studies were made near and on Jakobshavn Isbrae, re-

spectively, and contribute to the Jakobshavn Effect (Hughes,

1986). Movement along both axes quantifies the Jakobshavn

Effect by φB = φφO .

Table 2 replaces a similar table in Hughes (1992). Both the

Thomas and Zwally effects allow φB = 0 independently, as

seen in Table 2. A proxy for the Zwally Effect occurred un-

der Byrd Glacier in 2006–2007 when two large subglacial

lakes upstream suddenly drained and temporarily reduced

ice-bed coupling under Byrd Glacier by increasing φ. The

Thomas Effect occurred beyond Jakobshavn Isbrae in 2002

when its buttressing ice shelf suddenly disintegrated, thereby

increasing φO . Disintegration triggered the Zwally Effect un-

der Jakobshavn Isbrae, which continues today. These events

initiated life cycles that would end with φB = φφO = 0 if

they went to completion.

In Eqs. (31) and (35), from Appendix E, where ε̇ = ε̇xx
and ratio R ≈ 1 when ε̇xx exceeds other strain rates in an ice

stream,

C2 =

(
1h

1x

)
F

=
hI(a− r)−h

2
I ε̇

h0uO + (a− r)x
=
hI(a− r)−h

2
IR(σT/2A)

n

h0uO + (a− r)x

=
hI(a− r)

h0uO + (a− r)x
−

h2
IR

h0uO + (a− r)x

·

[
ρIghI(1− ρI/ρW)φ

2

4A

]n
. (48)

For ice-shelf buttressing at x= 0 where hI = hO and φ =

φO , Eq. (46) gives φO =(1–σB / σU )O = 1 – fB (hO / hI)

from Eqs. (38) and (39). With these changes,

C2 =
hI(a− r)

h0uO + (a− r)x
−

h2
IR

h0uO + (a− r)x
(49)[

ρIghI(1− ρI/ρW)

4A

(
1−

σB

σU

)2

O

]n
=

hI(a− r)

h0uO + (a− r)x

−
h2

IR

h0uO + (a− r)x

[
ρIghI(1− ρI/ρW)

4A

]n[
1− fB

(
h0

hI

)]2n

.

For full ice-shelf buttressing, fB= 1 and,

C2 =
hI(a− r)

h0uO + (a− r)x
(50)

−
h2

IR

h0uO + (a− r)x

[
ρIghI(1− ρI/ρW)

4A

]n[
1−

h0

hI

]2n

.

For no ice-shelf buttressing, fB = 0 and,

C2 =
hI(a− r)

h0uO + (a− r)x

−
h2

IR

h0uO + (a− r)x

[
ρIghI(1− ρI/ρW)

4A

]n
. (51)

Appendix E shows that R= 1 is a good approximation. Ap-

pendix C shows that hO / hI = φ when using only the force

balance.

5 Comparison with ice-sheet models based on standard

continuum mechanics

To emphasize the simplicity of our geometrical approach to

holistic ice-sheet modeling, we now examine the complex-

ity of standard models using continuum mechanics, one by

Schoof and Hindmarsh (2010) and one by Pattyn (2003),

showing how they treat ice-bed coupling.

A major problem with applying standard continuum me-

chanics to model ice-sheet dynamics is the aspect ratio, de-

fined as the ratio of the thickness to the diameter of an ice

sheet, which is typically in the range of 10−3. This is the

case in our study, taking hI / 2L for distance L from the ice-

shelf grounding line to the interior ice divide, see Fig. 7, and

hS/LS for the ice shelf, see Fig. 5. The other major problem

is treating slip vs. no slip at the bed. Slip is defined as a com-

bination of localized yielding of soft temperate ice just above

the bed, sliding of this ice over the bed, and shear deforma-

tion of till dilated by water between the bed and bedrock.

No slip is defined as deformation confined to overlying ice

because cold basal ice is frozen to the bed and any underly-

ing till is immobilized because it is a rigid composite of rock

fragments cemented by cold ice. We compare our holistic

model for continuous transitions from sheet to stream to shelf

flow shown in Fig. 5, using the geometrical force balance

between gravitational and resisting forces for ice streams,

with the approach taken by Schoof and Hindmarsh (2010)

for treating the aspect ratio and basal slip in ice-sheet models

based on continuum mechanics.
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5.1 Ice-bed uncoupling treated by Schoof and

Hindmarsh

Schoof and Hindmarsh (2010) recognize including the aspect

ratio and boundary slip are two problems common in deform-

ing systems, citing flow of ice in ice sheets, flow of lava over

the land, and flow of mucus in our lungs as examples. They

call these “thin films” having “wall slip” at the slip/no-slip

interface. The thin film thins and spreads rapidly when slip

replaces no-slip at the wall, the wall being the bed for an

ice sheet, with frictionless slip for spreading of a floating ice

shelf and no slip for spreading of an interior ice dome frozen

to its bed. Since ice streams are the major dynamic link be-

tween ice domes and ice shelves of an ice sheet, an adequate

slip/no-slip criterion should describe the dynamics of holis-

tic transitions from sheet to stream to shelf flow in ice-sheet

models based on continuum mechanics.

Schoof and Hindmarsh (2010) employ the same Cartesian

coordinate system we use, with x horizontal and z vertical.

They use actual bed topography, not the up-down staircase

we use to approximate bed topography, so their basal sliding

velocity ut = u · t parallels the bed, which has unit normal

and tangent vectors n and t , respectively. Their velocity vec-

tor u= (u, v) has component u along x and component v

along z. Boundary conditions are z= h(x, t) at the top sur-

face and z= b(x) at the bed, where ux + vz = 0 for mass

conversation when no flow is allowed in the transverse y di-

rection. For two-dimensional flow confined to the x, z plane,

the deviatoric stress tensor τ is the following:

τ =

(
τ1 τ2

τ2 −τ1

)
=

(
(σxx −p) σxz
σzx (σzz−p)

)
. (52)

Taking i = 1,2 and j = x,z, the force balance for stresses

τi,j = ∂τi/∂j and pressure gradients pj = ∂p/∂j is given by

the Stokes equations:

τ1,x + τ2,z−px = 0 (53)

− τ1,z+ τ2,x −pz− ρIg = 0. (54)

The constitutive equations based on a power-law rheology

for creep in ice are the following:

ux = A
(
τ 2

1 + τ
2
2

)(n−1)/2

τ1 (55)

uz+ vx = 2A
(
τ 2

1 + τ
2
2

)(n−1)/2

τ2,

where ux = ∂u/∂x, uz = ∂u/∂z, and vz = ∂v/∂z are strain

rates, and A and n are positive constants in the flow law de-

fined by Paterson (1994).

Schoof and Hindmarsh (2010) then use a length scale [x]

and a thickness scale [h] to define scales for time [t], veloc-

ities [u] and [v], and stresses [τ1] and [τ2] through the scale

relations:

[τ2] = ρIg[h]
2 / [x] (56)

C[u]m = [τ2] (57)

[u]/ [x] = A[τ1]
n (58)

[v]/ [h] = [u]/[x] (59)

[t] = [x]/[u]. (60)

They then define an aspect ratio ε and a stress ratio λ as fol-

lows:

ε = [g]/ [x] (61)

λ= [τ2]/ [τ1]. (62)

The power-law rheology using [ud ] as a scale for vertical

shear in ice is then:

[ud ] = A[τ2]
n
[h]. (63)

Now λ can be related to slip ratio [ud ]/[u] as follows, which

includes both λ and ε:

[ud ]/[u] = λ
nε. (64)

Schoof and Hindmarsh (2010) then proceed to show how λ

allows smooth transitions between slip and no slip at the bed

that provide holistic transitions from sheet flow to stream

flow to shelf flow, where λ varies from λ� 1 for slip and

λ� 1 for no slip. Vertical shear distributed through the ice

thickness accompanies basal sliding when λ∼ 1.

Our variables are thawed bed fraction f given by Eq. (3)

for sheet flow, floating ice fraction φ given by Eq. (10)

for stream flow, and unbuttressed ice fraction φO given by

Eq. (46) for shelf flow. Since λ is a ratio of stresses, with

λ� 1 for sheet flow, λ∼ 1 for stream flow, and λ� 1 for

shelf flow, comparisons with results from Schoof and Hind-

marsh (2010) should also relate f , φ, and φO to stress or

pressure ratios. For sheet flow,

λf =
1

f
, (65)

where λf� 1 when f � 1 for no slip on a frozen bed and

λf = 1 when f = 1 when a thawed bed allows slip. For

stream flow,

λφ = 1−φ, (66)

where λφ � 1 when φ→ 1 and, and λφ = 1 when φ = 0. For

shelf flow,

λO = 1−φO , (67)

where λO = 0 when φO = 1 for a freely floating ice shelf and

λO→ 1 when φO→ 0 for a strongly buttressing ice shelf. It

is beyond the scope of our study to make these comparisons

for Byrd Glacier and Jakobshavn Isbrae.
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5.2 Ice-bed uncoupling treated by Pattyn

We can also compare our approach with the model based on

continuum mechanics by Pattyn (2003). He presents a three-

dimensional thermomechanical ice sheet model for the fol-

lowing experiments: (A) solving the momentum and mass

balance equations for an isothermal ice sheet on a flat hor-

izontal bed, (B) computing ice temperature variations by

also solving the energy balance equations for this ice sheet,

(C) applying the model when the ice sheet spreads over si-

nusoidal undulating bed topography, (D) including an ice

stream that develops halfway toward the ice-sheet margin,

and (E) allowing the ice sheet to cross an elongated sub-

glacial lake.

Pattyn (2003) presents a clear description of how conser-

vation of momentum, mass, and energy are incorporated into

his model using continuum mechanics. When reduced to two

dimensions in the x,z plane, his results can be compared di-

rectly with results from our holistic approach. For sheet flow

in his experiment A, he includes the longitudinal stress at

the ice divide which we ignore, so his ice divide is slightly

lower. Our approach allows any distribution of frozen and

thawed patches on the bed, quantified as thawed fraction f ,

with a lower yield stress for ice and basal till where the bed

is thawed. His thawed fraction is output, ours is input based

on ice elevations above the bed as the primary measured ex-

pression of ice-bed coupling.

For sheet flow in his experiment B, Pattyn (2003) allows

surface lowering when a frozen bed becomes thawed, but he

allows only basal melting, not basal freezing when the bed is

a mosaic of thawed and frozen patches. We also allow basal

melting, which is progressive because ice-stream tributaries

in Fig. 1 converge on ice streams so an initially frozen bed at

the ice divide is wholly thawed at the heads of ice streams.

Pattyn (2003) reduces basal drag as a frozen bed thaws, but

he does not invoke “laws” for basal sliding and/or deforma-

tion of basal till. We also reduce basal drag without invoking

such “laws” since they are poorly known. Instead, we invoke

two yield criteria. Our critical strain rate criterion specifies

a higher yield stress when a critical strain rate is reached in

cold ice. Our critical yield stress criterion specifies a lower

yield stress in temperate ice and wet till when the change in

effective stress σ with effective strain rate ε̇ is most rapid.

Both criteria apply for n= 3 in our Eq. (4), see our Fig. 2.

Our higher yield stress is attained using the critical yield

stress criterion when n= 8 in temperate ice and wet till.

Sheet flow over a uniformly undulating bed is treated by

Pattyn (2003) in his experiment C, allowing frozen patches

over hills and thawed patches over hollows. This becomes

sheet flow over a sinusoidal bed in the x direction with flow

confined to the x, z plane. A Fourier series can convert his

bed to our up-down staircase for a direct comparison. Pat-

tyn’s treatment includes stress gradients we avoid by ignor-

ing ∂φ /∂x. His results show how stress gradients contribute

to the force balance. Our approach fails when bed slopes ex-

ceed 30 degrees. Pattyn shows the actual bed should be used.

That would add considerable mathematics to our simple ap-

proach.

Stream flow treated by Pattyn (2003) in his experiment D

does not include basal drag. When ignoring transverse flow,

his model allows only longitudinal stresses and side drag to

provide resistance to gravitational flow. He shows how the

longitudinal stress “pulls” upstream ice and “pushes” down-

stream ice, just as we show in our holistic approach. We also

allow basal drag, and link all these stresses to our “floating

fraction” φ of ice, see our Figs. 4 and 6. As a result, our ice

streams are less flat and have smoother transitions with sheet

flow and shelf flow.

Pattyn (2003) does not treat shelf flow as such, but his ex-

periment E for sheet flow over an elongated subglacial lake

allows a comparison with liner shelf flow in our approach.

He allows no basal drag over his lake, which is elongated in

the x direction when flow is confined to the x, z plane. His

subglacial lake would be equivalent to our linear ice shelf

when it is grounded around its entire perimeter. This occurs

when side drag exists along the entire length of our ice shelf

in Fig. 5, and basal drag at the calving front produces ice

rumples. In this case, our pulling stress σU is close to our but-

tressing stress σB at the ice-shelf grounding line in Eq. (46),

see our Fig. 5, so φO ' 0. Our ice streams attain a maximum

velocity when they enter an ice shelf because both basal and

side drag vanish. But then buttressing due to basal and side

drag on the ice shelf slows flow before flow increases with

reduced buttressing as ice nears the calving front. This be-

havior is observed for both Byrd Glacier and Jakobshavn Is-

brae.

6 Ice-bed uncoupling for Byrd Glacier

Some ice-bed uncoupling took place under Byrd Glacier

when two subglacial lakes in the zone of strongly converg-

ing flow just above Byrd Glacier drained rapidly in 2006–

2007, causing the velocity of Byrd Glacier to increase by

10 % , as reported by Stearns et al. (2008). We applied our

holistic steady-state model before and after this event, using

a flowband the width of Byrd Glacier and a flowline along

the center of the flowband.

Figure 8 is a satellite image of Byrd Glacier showing the

centerline along which the surface and bed topography and

ice thickness were mapped using airborne radio-echo sound-

ing, which also located the probable (un)grounding line, see

Fig. 9. The array of all radar flight lines and the two sub-

glacial lakes are shown in Fig. 10. From these flight lines,

the Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS) at

the University of Kansas mapped surface and bed topogra-

phy in the map plane (Gogineni et al., 2014). We calculated

floating fraction φ along the centerline. Byrd Glacier occu-

pies Barne Inlet, a fjord through the Transantarctic Moun-

tains. The largest ice catchment area of any Antarctic ice
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Figure 8. A satellite image of Byrd Glacier showing the centerline

along which the ice surface, base, and thickness were determined by

radar sounding. The inset locates Byrd Glacier supplying the Ross

Ice Shelf in Antarctica.

Figure 9. Surface, base, and thickness radar profiles down the cen-

terline of Byrd Glacier shown in Fig. 8. The vertical line separates

grounded ice (right) from floating ice (left) where the flotation cri-

terion is still approximately satisfied nearly 100 km from the track

start in Fig. 8. Top: Ice surface (dashed line) and ice base (solid

line). Bottom: Ice thickness.

stream is drained by Byrd Glacier, and it supplies the Ross

Ice Shelf with more ice than any other ice stream. It be-

comes ungrounded in the fjord and moves much faster than

the adjacent ice shelf, so giant rifts separate it from the ice

shelf for some 40 km beyond the fjord until the rifts close.

Figure 10. A map showing Byrd Glacier in relation to the two sub-

glacial lakes that drained suddenly in 2006-2007. The lakes are

green. Radar flight lines are in yellow, with the fan of flight lines

flown along ice flowlines. The inset map locates this region of

Antarctica as the red rectangle. Map provided by Leigh Stearns.

Then, the Byrd Glacier flowband moves with the same ve-

locity as the ice shelf. Surface velocities on Byrd Glacier

were first measured by Swithinbank (1963) across the float-

ing portion in the fjord. Surface velocities and elevations

were measured photogrammetrically over the whole surface

by Brecher (1982).

The first attempt to model Byrd Glacier employed plastic-

ity theory, with sheet flow converging on the fjord treated as

extrusion through a rigid die, stream flow in the fjord treated

as compression between rigid parallel plates, and diverging

flow leaving the fjord treated as indentation by a rigid flat die

(Hughes, 1977). The stress field as lateral rifts open when

Byrd Glacier punches into the Ross Ice Shelf was analyzed

using a finite-element model in the map plane controlled

by plane stress modeling and surface velocity measurements

(Zhao, 1990). In 1979, Charles Swithinbank provided radar

surface-and-bed profiles near the centerline of Byrd Glacier

that allowed attempts to model basal conditions. Whillans et

al. (1989) and Scofield et al. (1991) obtained a bed having

frozen and thawed patches. Reusch and Hughes (2003) and

Hughes et al. (2011) obtained a bed having grounded and

floating patches. Van der Veen et al. (2014) modeled Byrd

Glacier using CReSIS bed topography in the map plane to

obtain a largely thawed bed. Using the same force budget

approach to calculate stresses resisting gravitational flow for

Swithinbank’s profiles, Van der Veen (1999, chapter 3) con-

cluded the bed was frozen everywhere.

In recent years, subglacial lakes were found to be ubiqui-

tous under the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Smith et al., 2009), and

were often interconnected, allowing ice tributaries to form

and supply major ice streams that discharge about 90 % of
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Antarctic ice (Rignot et al., 2011). Two such lakes, shown in

Fig. 10, were located about 200 km inland from Barne Inlet.

The peak water discharge from late 2006 to early 2007 was

measured by lowered ICESat surface elevations, and coin-

cided with a 10 % increase in velocity of Byrd Glacier along

its whole length, jumping to 900 m a−1 where Byrd Glacier

became afloat in Barne Inlet (Stearns et al., 2008). Since then

the lakes have been refilling.

Lake-drainage coincident with velocity increases can be

linked to reductions in ice-bed coupling under Byrd Glacier

caused by an increase in floating fraction φ of ice when

lake water flooded through Barne Inlet to the Ross Sea un-

der the Ross Ice Shelf. Increases in φ can be calculated

from Eq. (31) using width wI of Byrd Glacier when side

shear along the fjord walls is included, and from Eq. (35)

along the centerline of Byrd Glacier where side shear is in-

corporated into basal shear. Data used to evaluate C1 are

measured ice surface slopes 1h/1x in incremental dis-

tances 1x along x, with x= 0 where Byrd Glacier be-

comes afloat about 25 km from the entrance to Barne In-

let. Evaluations of C2 for (1h/1x)F use estimated val-

ues of (a− r)= 23× 10−3 ma−1 averaged along x (Hughes

et al., 2011), and measured values of h0 where ice becomes

afloat, x = 0 in Eqs. (31) and (35), and ε̇xx along x in

1978–1979 (Whillans et al., 1989). Here ε̇xx can be cal-

culated using either the φ or the fB dependence of ε̇xx in

Eq. (36). We used the fB dependence with fB related to σB

by Eq. (37). We took ρI= 917 kg m−3, ρW = 1000 kg m−3,

g= 9.81 m s−1,A= 250 MPa s1/3
= 7.9 bar a1/3

≈ 8 bar a1/3,

n= 3, and measured values of hI along x in Fig. 9

(Hughes et al., 2011), with σB = 1/2ρIgh0(1− ρI/ρW)

for φ = 1 at x = 0 for full buttressing by the Ross Ice

Shelf. Then ε̇xx = 0 at x = 0 as observed (Brecher, 1982;

Whillans et al., 1989). Evaluations of C3 for (1h/1x)G use

B = 1.123× 104 kPas1/2 m−1/2
= 0.02 bara1/2 m−1/2, m=

2, L= 1250 km, h0 = 1.3 km at x = 0, and measured values

of hI along x (Hughes et al., 2011), see Eq. (26) with hI mea-

sured by radar sounding along x for Byrd Glacier (Gogineni

et al., 2014).

Figure 11 plots φ along x using Eq. (31) for width

wI= 25 km across Byrd Glacier with side shear along the

fjord walls, using Eq. (35) for the centerline of Byrd Glacier

with side shear incorporated into basal shear, both equations

combining the force balance with the mass balance, and also

using Eq. (24) obtained from the force balance only. Values

of φ using A= 8.0 bar a1/3 drop rapidly to 0.10 from hover-

ing around 0.80 with side shear and around 0.95 with side

shear incorporated into basal shear (from Eqs. (31) and (35),

respectively) both at about 50 km from x= 0 at the beginning

of the radar profile in Figs. 8 and 9. This is the shortest dis-

tance where floating ice may have become grounded. From

there on, φ= 0.10± 0.05 for mostly grounded ice.

A floating-ice requirement at the beginning of the radar

profile can be enforced by setting φ= 1.0 at x= 0 and solv-

ing for ice hardness parameter A in Equations (31) and (35).

Figure 11. Plots of floating fraction φ of ice along Byrd Glacier

obtained from Equations (31), (35), and (24), originally 34, 38, and

21. Blue lines are the top and bottom surfaces of Byrd Glacier for

both grounded and floating ice. Variations of φ along x are from

Eq. (31) for a flowband the width of Byrd Glacier with side shear

and from Eq. (35) for the central flowline with side shear incorpo-

rated into basal shear. The two plots cross for values of hardness

parameter A that locate grounding lines at about 50 and 80 km from

the beginning of the radar profile. Both locations satisfy the flota-

tion criterion for locating the ungrounding line of Byrd Glacier. The

higher value of A puts φ closer to φ= 1 required for fully floating

ice. Equations (31) and (35) use both the force balance and the mass

balance. The φ plot for Eq. (24) uses only the force balance. All φ

plots are compatible with an ungrounding line 40 to 80 km from the

beginning of the radar flight line in Fig. 8.

Then A= 23 bar a1/3 and floating ice grounds about 90 km

from x= 0, see Fig. 9. Ice elevation then increases all the

way up Byrd Glacier, as is expected for increasing ice-bed

coupling. This is reflected in φ= 0.15± 0.5 under most of

Byrd Glacier. In all cases, φ → 0 at a bedrock low point

about halfway up the fjord (x≈ 150 km), where surface slope

is negative (ice does not flow uphill; we flattened this section

to make φ → 0). Variations in φ have no obvious correlation

with bed topography, but peaks in φ have some correlation

with more gentle surface slopes, which is compatible with

reduced ice-bed coupling. Values of φ were smoothed using

the Bezier method because φ is sensitive to variations in sur-

face slopes not directly related to ice-bed coupling, such as

ablation rates related to variations in the solar angle with the

ice surface (Hughes, 1975) and variable katabatic winds that

cause variable ablation rates. Alternatively, we could have

smoothed the ice surface using a running mean for surface

slopes.

Variations of φ in Fig. 11 suggest two locations for the

grounding line of floating ice in Byrd Glacier fjord. One

is where ice is 1100 m thick about 90 km from the start of

the radar profiles and near where the φ plots cross. We cal-

culated φ variations using A= 23 bar a 1/3. The other one

is where ice is 750 m thick about 50 km from the start of
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the profiles. We calculated φ variations using A= 8 bar a1/3.

Both locations satisfy the buoyancy requirement for float-

ing ice. Nearly tripling A makes ice too stiff, but apparently

stiffer ice would also be produced by strong buttressing from

the Ross Ice Shelf, which is the case since ε̇xx ≈ 0 over the

40 km between these two possible grounding lines. In 1978–

1979, daily tidal elevation changes at the ice surface obtained

by surveying vertical angles from the north fjord sidewall

showed the grounding line was actually a zone between the

80 and 90 km locations at that time (Hughes and Fastook,

1981). There are no other data to document migrations of

the ice-shelf grounding line for Byrd Glacier from 1978–

1979 to 2006–2007 when the subglacial lakes drained and

the grounding line was close to the 50 km location (Stearns

et al., 2008).

The threefold increase in A causes a very sharp reduction

of ε̇xx in Eq. (36). Indeed, Brecher (1982) found that ε̇xx ≈ 0

at x ≈ 80 km, which is close to the grounding line for float-

ing ice in both Eqs. (31) and (35) with and without side shear,

respectively. This is possible if extending stress σT for unbut-

tressed ice is 5.5 bars for ice 1100 m thick and 3.8 bars for ice

750 m thick in Eq. (48), so keeping ε̇xx ≈ 0 in this region re-

quires that σT in Eq. (40) is nearly balanced by buttressing

back-stress σB in Eq. (41). Then A can remain at 8 bara1/3 if

some grounding between 1100 m at x = 90 km and 750 m at

x = 50 km keeps φ around 0.8 instead of 1.0 or if buttressing

by the Ross Ice Shelf is nearly total.

Thomas and MacAyeal (1982) calculated buttressing

back-forces on the Ross Ice Shelf using data from the Ross

Ice Shelf Geophysical and Glaciological Survey (RIGGS).

Although their data did not include the floating part of

Byrd Glacier, R. H. Thomas (personal communication, 16

March 2013) calculated that σB ≈ 4.7 bars if h0= 1100 m at

the grounding line and σB ≈ 3.0 bars if h0= 750 m at the

grounding line. His results are close enough to ours for us to

conclude Byrd Glacier is almost fully buttressed by the Ross

Ice Shelf because we find φO to be very small. Putting φO =

0 in Eq. (46) delivers σU ' σB, so σT+σB ' 2σB in Eq. (42)

for h0 either 1100 m or 750 m at the ice-shelf grounding line,

making φB = φφO = 0 in Eq. (47). These conditions on the

Ross Ice Shelf are largely satisfied in the vicinity of Byrd

Glacier, since the grounded length between outlet glaciers

consists of many inlets along the Transantarctic Mountains

that make the grounded coastline look like fitted pieces of a

jigsaw puzzle. The ice shelf is therefore firmly locked to the

coastline. Some outlet glaciers assist Byrd Glacier in pushing

the ice shelf forward. But the flowbands from six large ice

streams draining West Antarctica curve sharply northward

toward the calving front. This introduces bending stresses

that resist shelf flow, as analyzed by Hughes (1982, 1983).

These features require modeling dynamics of the Ross Ice

Shelf in the map plane, with discharge from all ice streams

and outlet glaciers included, as was done in the pioneer-

ing finite-element analysis by Thomas and MacAyeal (1982),

and subsequently by Hulbe and Fahnstock (2004). We used

Figure 12. Plots of floating fraction φ along Byrd Glacier if the dis-

charge of lake water had been sustained. Equations (31), (35), and

(24), originally 34, 38, and 21, are solved for φ when ice thickness

is reduced linearly from 0 to 10 % along Byrd Glacier to accommo-

date the 10 % increase in ice velocity at the ungrounding line while

the two subglacial lakes in Fig. 10 were draining. This thinning did

not take place in real time, but it would have if the faster ice dis-

charge rate of ice were sustained over time, with a corresponding

reduction in ice-bed coupling. Note how the choice of A affects the

position of the ungrounding line. Blue lines are the top and bottom

surfaces of Byrd Glacier. The “bed” includes floating basal ice. In-

cluding side shear, Eq. (31), reduces φ.

their study to obtain a buttressing back stress after Byrd

Glacier leaves Barne Inlet and merges fully with the Ross

Ice Shelf, before the lateral rifts (40 km long) close (Zhao,

1990).

Drainage of the two subglacial lakes reported by Stearns

et al. (2008) was accompanied by a 10 % increase in the dis-

charge velocity of ice across the ungrounding line of Byrd

Glacier. For mass-balance continuity, this would require a

10 % reduction in ice thickness over time and a correspond-

ing retreat of the ice-shelf grounding line up Barne Inlet. Ini-

tially, the grounding line should advance because ice having

the present thickness would be moving 10 % faster. Stearns

et al. (2008) reported the grounding line in 2006–2007 was

about 40 km beyond the grounding line in 1977–1978 re-

ported by Hughes and Fastook (1911). No data were obtained

to measure ice-thickness changes. If eventual ice thinning in-

creases linearly along Byrd Glacier to 10 % at the unground-

ing line, the variation of φ along x is doubled or tripled, as

shown in Fig. 12 using Eq. (29), which includes side shear

against the fjord walls, and Eq. (34) for the centerline with

side shear incorporated into basal shear, leading to Equations

(31) and (35), respectively, with C2 given by Eq. (50) for full

ice-shelf buttressing. Thinning did not happen, of course, be-

cause the discharged subglacial water crossed the unground-

ing line before the ice surface could lower to accommodate

the temporary reduction in ice-bed coupling.
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Figures 11 and 12 also plots φ variations along x using

Eq. (24) obtained only from the force balance. For the first

35 km, φ = 1.0± 0.1 before it decreases sharply along x,

with φ increasing slightly along x due to surface lowering

by 10 %. This increase is within the 10 % uncertainty in φ,

but the trend of the increase is the same before and after thin-

ning, so it may be real. This is consistent with a grounding

line close to 40 km. By excluding the mass balance, φ does

not reach the low values in Fig. 11 obtained by including

the mass balance, and generally lies between these values in

Fig. 12 given by Eqs. (31) and (35).

7 Ice-shelf unbuttressing for Jakobshavn Isbrae

Jakobshavn Isbrae drains 5 to 7 % of the Greenland Ice

Sheet (Bindschadler, 1984; Pelto et al., 1989) and ended in

Jakobshavn Isfjord as a floating ice shelf 6–8 km long and

6 km wide until the ice shelf disintegrated suddenly in 2002

(Joughin et al., 2008). Summer velocities are still increasing

(Joughin et al., 2014). Jakobshavn Isbrae had retreated 27 km

since 1850, the end of the Little Ice Age in Greenland, and its

calving front had been relatively stable since 1964 (Weidick

and Bennike, 2007). Since velocity measurements began in

1964, it has been the fastest-known ice stream on Earth (Car-

bonnell and Bauer, 1968). Surface elevations and velocities

were mapped by aerial photogrammetry over a 100 km by

100 km area of ice converging on Jakobsavn Isfjord and on

the ice shelf in 1985 and 1986 (Fastook et al., 1995; Prescott

et al., 2003). The surface morphology and mass balance were

studied extensively by Echelmeyer et al. (1991, 1992) from

1985 to 1988. Temperatures were measured through Jakob-

shavn Isbrae by hot-water drilling in 1988 and 1989 (Iken

et al., 1993; Funk et al., 1994; Luthi et al., 2002). CReSIS

mapped surface and bed topography by radar for Jakobshavn

Isbrae and its ice catchment/drainage basin from 2004 to

2008 (Gogineni et al., 2014). Jakobshavn Isbrae occupies a

subglacial trench we informally call “Gogineni Gorge” that

is fairly straight, 100 km long, 4 km wide, and up to 1500 m

deep.

Figure 13 is a satellite image of Jakobshavn Isbrae show-

ing the centerline along which floating fraction φ is cal-

culated. Figure 14 is the CReSIS map of bed topography

where ice converges on Jakobshavn Isfjord. Gogineni Gorge

is clearly seen. Ice thickness approximately doubles in the

gorge. The flowline shown in Fig. 13 follows the center-

line of the gorge. Figure 15 shows profiles of the ice sur-

face, base, and thickness along the centerline, and locates

the (un)grounding line. Two surface and thickness profiles

are shown, one in 1985 before the buttressing ice shelf in

Jakobshavn Isfjord disintegrated in 2002 and one in 2012 af-

ter the ice shelf disintegrated. Other profiles in 1993, 2003,

and 2006 lie between these profiles and reflect transient

events preceding and following disintegration (Hofstede and

Hughes, 2014).

Figure 13. A satellite image of Jakobshavn Isbrae showing the cen-

terline along which the ice surface, base, and thickness were deter-

mined by radar sounding. The inset map locates Jakobshavn Isbrae

in the Greenland Ice Sheet (black rectangle).

Figure 14. Gogineni Gorge and surrounding bed topography be-

neath ice entering Jakobshavn Isbrae. The radar track in Fig. 13

is along the centerline of Gogineni Gorge. This map was produced

from radar sounding by the Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets

(CReSIS) at the University of Kansas.

The first attempt to model Jakobshavn Isbrae was a force

perturbation approach by Thomas (2004). Treating Jakob-

shavn Isbrae as a linear ice shelf with side drag and some

basal drag, removing the final 6 km that is actually afloat

eliminated ice-shelf buttressing, allowing Jakobshavn Isbrae

to move faster and lower. Using a version of the model we use
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Figure 15. Surface, base, and thickness profiles down the centerline

of Jakobshavn Isbrae shown in Fig. 13. The vertical line separates

grounded ice (right) from floating ice (left). Top: Ice surfaces in

1985 (dotted line) and 2012 (dashed line) and ice base (solid line).

Bottom: Ice thickness in 1985 (dashed line) and 2012 (solid line).

here, Hofstede and Hughes (2014) modeled Jakobshvns Is-

brae before and after the ice shelf disintegrated over a times-

pan of 21 years from 1985 to 2006. The main differences are

bed topography and the numerical solution one of us (Ait-

bala Sargent) used in our study to enforce the requirement

that 0≤ φ ≤ 1.

Ice rumples behind the ice-shelf calving front and side

shear against the fjord walls allowed the ice shelf to but-

tress Jakobshavn Isbrae. Buttressing was nearly total be-

cause longitudinal strain rate ε̇xx was nearly zero from the

grounding line to the calving front (Prescott et al., 2003).

The velocity increase and surface lowering that accom-

panied disintegration of the buttressing ice shelf in 2002

can be linked to a reduction in ice-shelf buttressing us-

ing ux in a sliding “law” to get (1h/1x)G in Eq. (26)

and ε̇xx in the flow in the flow law to get (1h/1x)F
in Eq. (28). We used hO = 1000 m and uO = 7.0 km a−1

at x= 0 before disintegration (Prescott et al., 2003) and

hO = 850 m and uO = 12.6 km a−1 at x= 0 after disinte-

gration (Joughin et al., 2008). For (1h /1x)G, we took

B = 1.123× 104 kPa s1/2 m−1/2
= 0.02 bar a1/2 m−1/2 (Hof-

stede and Hughes, 2014), L= 500 km, and used hI in Fig. 15

with m= 2 because ice thickness is measured directly. For

(1h/1x)F Fastook et al. (1995) measured velocities u be-

fore disintegration, for comparison with ux and we obtained

hI from Figs. 14 and 15 for Gogineni Gorge, to obtain

A= 1.4× 105 kPa s1/3
= 4.43 bar a1/3, corresponding to an

Figure 16. Plots of floating fraction φ of ice along Jakobshavn Is-

brae before and after ice-shelf disintegration. Equations (31), (35),

and (24), originally 34, 38, and 21, were solved for φ using the

1985 and 2012 surface profiles. Blue lines are the top and bottom

surfaces of Jakobshavn Isbrae. Variations of φ along x are from

Eq. (31) for a flowband the width of Jakobshavn Isbrae with side

shear and from Eq. (35) for the central flowline of Jakobshavn Is-

brae with side shear incorporated into basal shear. Reasonable vari-

ations of hardness parameter A produce essentially the same varia-

tions of φ along x. The sharp drop of φ from φ= 1 for floating ice

occurs where the first-order surface profile of Jakobshavn Isbrae is

concave, with φ → 0 when the first-order surface profile is convex.

Equations (31) and (35) use both the force balance and the mass

balance. The φ plots for Eq. (24) uses only the force balance.

ice temperature averaging −15 ◦C, which lies within mea-

sured temperatures ranging from −2 to −22 ◦C (Iken et al.,

1993; Luthi et al., 2002). Robert Thomas (personal commu-

nication, 22 April 2013) recommends A= 2.5 bar a1/3 as a

better fit with measured temperatures, so we prefer his value.

For (a – r), we set a= 0.59 m a−1, following Bindschadler

(1984), Pelto et al. (1989), and Echelmeyer et al. (1992), with

r to be calculated from ice-surface lowering rates during and

following disintegration of the buttressing ice shelf. Then φ

variations along x can be calculated from measured values

of C1=1h/1x and calculated values of C2= (1h/1x)F
and C3= (1h/1x)G in Eqs. (31) and (35), respectively,

with side shear in Gogineni Gorge and with side shear ab-

sorbed into basal shear along the ice-stream centerline.

Measured surface slopes (1h/1x) in Eqs. (29) and (33)

can now be used to calculate variations of φ along x from

Eqs. (31) and (35). These results are shown in Fig. 16, which

also shows φ variations calculated from Eq. (24) using only

the force balance. Reasonable limits to ice hardness param-

eter A have little effect on φ variations. Values of C2 used

to calculate φ obtained from Eqs. (31) and (35) are ob-

tained from Eq. (49), with fB= 1 for full buttressing, giv-

ing Eq. (50) before ice-shelf disintegration, and fB= 0 for

no buttressing, giving Eq. (51) after disintegration. Full but-

tressing is assumed, given the observation in 1985 that lon-
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gitudinal strain rate ε̇xx ≈ 0 from the grounding line to the

calving front of the ice shelf (Prescott et al., 2003).

In 1985, variations of φ along x from Eqs. (31) and (35)

remain high all along x, mostly in the range 0.4 <φ < 0.8,

after falling from φ= 1 at the ungrounding line. Eq. (31) for

side shear again gives the expected lower φ values, but gives

a high value of φ= 0.7 for 24 km < x < 30 km just before ice

encounters a high sill or riegel. Equation (35) without side

shear gives φ= 1 over the range 14 km < x < 30 km, which

includes the sill or riegel. Disintegration of the buttressing ice

shelf in 2002 has reduced the floating fraction of Jakobshavn

Isbrae.

In 2012, variations of φ along x from Eqs. (31) and (35)

are low after falling sharply from φ= 1 at the unground-

ing line over the 5 km where Jakobshavn Isbrae has a con-

cave surface profile, mostly in the range 0.1 <φ < 0.2, with

Eq. (31) for side shear giving the lower values as expected,

but both rising to φ= 0.8 where the bed rises halfway to the

ice surface at 14 km < x < 22 km. We do not know if this is a

bedrock sill that “dams” water on the stoss side (so φ → 1),

or if it is a riegel (a high bedrock hill) that allows lateral

extrusion flow (Hooke et al., 1987), or if it is an overlying

shear plane that becomes the effective bed (Rowden-Rich

and Wilson, 1996). The low φ values identify regions where

stream flow is dominated by basal sliding of mostly grounded

ice. Jakobshavn Isbrae is narrow, so side shear is important

(Dupont and Alley, 2005, 2006).

Equation (24) from the force balance alone has φ= 1 at

the ungrounding line, then decreasing rapidly to φ= 0.6 in

both 1985 and 2012, before rising to φ= 0.9 above the sill or

riegel before falling to between 0.4 and 0.5, with the lower

values in 2012. This is because hO = 1000 m in 1985 became

hO = 850 m in 2012 at x= 0. This surface lowering at the

(un)grounding line exceeds lowering at locations x > 0. Dis-

integration of the buttressing ice shelf in 2002 has enhanced

stream flow. Variations of φ along x in Fig. 16 obtained from

Equs. (31) and (35) using both the force balance and the mass

balance show a sharp drop from φ= 1 to 0.1 <φ < 0.2 over

distance x≈ 5 km behind the ungrounding line in 2012, but

falling to only φ≈ 0.6 in 1985, with large fluctuations. This

is the same drop produced by Eq. (24) using only the force

balance. The decrease in φ has been accompanied by a four

fold summer velocity increase since 2009 and retreat of the

grounding line into a subglacial depression after 2012, see

Figs. 14 and 15 (Joughin et al., 2014; Weertman, 1974).

The overall drop in φ from 1985 to 2012, accompanied by

an increasingly convex surface profile, show the increased

velocity is causing sheet flow to replace stream flow. This is

consistent with Jakobshavn Isbrae accelerating through a life

cycle in Table 2, even though φO rose from nearly zero to one

when the buttressing ice shelf disintegrated in 2002. So to-

day, φB → 0 in Eq. (47) even though φO = 1. We conclude

that Jakobshavn Isbrae will eventually shut down unless re-

ductions in φ are reversed.

8 Discussion

Our ice-sheet modeling approach is based on the first-order

dependence of ice-sheet thickness on the strength of ice-bed

coupling, such that ice 3000 m high and 4000 m thick at an

interior ice divide can lower to 100 m high and 1000 m thick

when ice margins become afloat, and lower further to 30 m

high and 300 m thick at the front of calving ice shelves, a

99 % reduction of ice elevations, all due to reduced ice-bed

coupling. We began by quantifying ice-bed uncoupling as an

increase in thawed fraction f of the bed for sheet flow, of

floating fraction φ of ice for stream flow, and of unbuttressed

fraction φO of ice for shelf flow. Our treatment is holistic in

the sense it provides smooth transitions from sheet flow to

stream flow to shelf flow for steady-state conditions along

surface flowlines.

We compared our treatment for ice sheets with two treat-

ments based on continuum mechanics, one by Schoof and

Hindmarsh (2010) and one by Pattyn (2003). All three treat-

ments avoided flow “laws” and sliding “laws” of dubious re-

liability for sheet flow. We substituted respective upper and

lower yield stresses applied to cold ice over a frozen bed and

to temperate ice sliding over bedrock and/or deforming till

for sheet flow, with cold ice above temperate basal ice in ice

streams and ice shelves. Schoof and Hindmarsh (2010) in-

troduced “slip” and “no-slip” interfaces at the bed linked to

separate deviator stress tensors that can be applied to sheet,

stream, and shelf flow. Pattyn (2003) reduced basal drag as a

frozen bed thaws. His approach can also be applied to sheet,

stream, and shelf flow.

We applied our treatment to Byrd Glacier, Antarctica,

which has the largest ice drainage system and is buttressed

by the largest ice shelf, and to Jakobshavn Isbrae, Greenland,

which is the fastest ice stream and was buttressed by a much

smaller ice shelf that disintegrated completely in 2002. Both

ice streams continue as initially linear ice shelves. We related

standard flow and sliding “laws” to our upper yield stress for

a standard flow law in cold ice and our lower yield stress in a

standard sliding law modified to allow temperate ice to slide

over deforming till. Cold ice exists in ice overlying a frozen

bed and in ice floating above a thawed bed, so the upper yield

stress applies to sheet, stream, and shelf flow. Temperate ice

exists where basal ice contacts a thawed bed in sheet flow

and floats above basal water in sheet and stream flow.

A concern exists on how to treat floating fraction φ along

ice streams and unbuttressed fraction φO for a confined and

pinned ice shelf supplied by ice streams. Equations (31) and

(35) are used to calculate φ, with term C2 obtained from

Eqs. (E3) and (E4) in Appendix E, yet σT in Eq. (30) does not

contain φ2, unlike σT in Eq. (12) for ice streams. The reason

for omitting φ2 in Eq. (E4) is it applies only to the floating

fraction of ice in an ice stream, for which φ= 1. However, if

φ2 is included, then C2 includes φ raised to the 2n+ 2 power,

giving φ8 for n= 3. Then φ has eight solutions, among which

only those with 0≤ φ ≤ 1 can be used. This alternative was
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employed by Hofstede and Hughes (2014) for Jakobshavn

Isbrae. It led to φ values that decrease irregularly from φ= 1

at the ungrounding line, x= 0, to φ ≈ 0.5± 0.1 at x= 70

km upstream. Their values generally exceed our φ values ob-

tained from the φ2 link to C2 in Eqs. (29) and (33) for 1985,

but compare with our φ values for 2012. The big difference

is φ values over the riegel, a feature absent from bed topog-

raphy used by Hofstede and Hughes (2014).

If the φ2 dependence of (1h/1x)F =C2 is retained, as

in Eq. (29), the opportunity is opened for converting φ in

Eq. (12) into φO for ice-shelf buttressing. This leads to

Eq. (49), with fB= 1 for full ice-shelf buttressing and fB= 0

for no ice-shelf buttressing, the two conditions we have for

Jakobshavn Isbrae before and after the ice shelf disinte-

grated in 2002. Is this justified? We cannot be sure. How-

ever, if a confined and pinned ice shelf is not so different

from an ice stream, as Thomas (2004) maintains, then the

φ2 term in Eq. (12) can be related to ice-shelf buttressing

expressed by buttressing fraction fB. This may account for

values of 0.8 <φ < 0.9 as Byrd Glacier becomes afloat when

A= 8 bar a1/3 is the ice hardness parameter. Making φ= 1

at the ungrounding line requires tripling A. The seemingly

stiffer ice is equivalent to partial grounding of floating ice

over the 40 km where ε̇xx ≈ 0 between possible ungrounding

lines at x= 50 k where hO = 750 m and at x= 90 km where

hO = 1100 m or, more likely, by nearly full buttressing by the

Ross Ice Shelf.

We postulate that an ice shelf differs from an ice stream

mainly in that water flows freely beneath an ice shelf, even

when the ice shelf is confined in an embayment and has

basal pinning points that produce ice rises and ice rum-

ples on the ice surface, whereas water flowing under an ice

stream encounters resistance from grounded regions beneath

ice streams, as seen in Fig. 5. This resistance reduces a wa-

ter buttressing stress σW along x for a given hI because wa-

ter under an ice stream cannot flow freely to the sea. At

the ice-shelf calving front the longitudinal force balance is

σWhI = P̄WhW. This “water” stress σW along an ice stream

is not readily recovered from solving the standard Navier–

Stokes equilibrium equations used in continuum mechanics,

so its existence is questioned. Evidence supporting the ex-

istence of σW is the observation by Kamb (2001) that basal

water under West Antarctic ice streams rises in boreholes to

heights far above sea level, heights at the drilling sites that

would “float” ice if site elevations were reduced to about

90 % of the observed ice height above the bed.

Another difference between stream flow and shelf flow is

flow in ice shelves generally diverges and converges in the

map plane, whereas flow in ice streams is primarily linear.

Our holistic treatment required linear ice shelves of nearly

constant width, with resisting stresses along the sides and at

local pinning points, see Fig. 5. Hughes (2012, chapter 13)

presents a similar treatment for a broad ice shelf in the map

plane that links unbuttressed fraction φO to ice-shelf geom-

etry: its shape, the location, size, and shape of its ice rises

and ice rumples, and the grounded and floating lengths of its

perimeter.

Where extreme surface roughness is not sufficiently

smoothed by a running mean of ice elevations, φ may not

be confined to the range 0≤ φ ≤ 1. If solutions of Eqs. (29)

and (33) are real numbers between 0 and 1, we calculated

them using Eqs. (31) and (35). If the solutions are complex

numbers, or real numbers not in the 0–1 range, we find ap-

proximate solutions of Equations (29) and (33) using a varia-

tion of a dissection method. The method consists of dividing

the segment 0, 1 into 1000 points and calculating absolute

values of the quadratic functions, Eqs. (29) and (33), at each

of these points. The point on the segment 0,1 which generates

the smallest value of the corresponding function is accepted

as the solution of this function. The method always generates

an answer between 0 and 1, but does not satisfy the equation

exactly. This method is illustrated in Fig. 16 for Eq. (35),

where φ= 1 above the sill or riegel in 1985.

Our results for both Byrd Glacier and Jakobshavn Isbrae

are compatible with basal buoyancy fraction φB = φφO in

Table 2 used to quantify a hypothetical “life cycle” of ice

streams. The product of fraction φ linked to ice-bed uncou-

pling and fraction φO linked to ice-shelf unbuttressing is

maximized when surface meltwater floods the bed under an

ice stream, and when its buttressing ice shelf shelf disinte-

grates. Hughes (1986) postulated these two processes, aug-

mented by other processes, are sufficient to collapse marine

portions of an ice sheet, and to that extent contribute to Ter-

mination of glaciation cycles lasting approximately 90 000

years during the Quaternary Ice Age in which we now live.

He called this the Jakobshavn Effect because all the pro-

cesses were active for Jakobshavn Isbrae. Contributing pro-

cesses include additional surface melting when crevasses are

ubiquitous, analyzed by Pfeffer and Bretherton (1987), warm

ocean water entering Jakobshavn Isfjord, reported by Hol-

land et al. (2008) and restricted flow of outlet glaciers in

curving and branching fjords like Jakobsahvn Isfjord (Pfeffer

et al., 2008).

We conclude the Jakobshavn Effect may have a long-term

impact in Greenland if global warming allows these pro-

cesses to migrate northward, causing successive ice streams

to surge, thereby completing their life cycles. Some pro-

cesses are already appearing in ice streams draining the east,

west, and northwest parts of the Greenland Ice Sheet (Rignot

and Kanagaratnam, 2006). Schoof (2010) shows how ongo-

ing acceleration and thinning of Jakobshavn Isbrae reported

by Joughin et al. (2014) could continue for a century. Vari-

ous paths can be taken by φ and φO in Table 2 during a life

cycle, including reversals, as documented by Engelhardt and

Kamb (2013) for Kamb Ice Stream. Hughes (2011) used Ta-

ble 2 to determine where major Antarctic ice streams are in

their life cycles today. When the Jakobshavn Effect is nearly

simultaneous for many ice streams, Table 2 can be used to

identify stadials and interstadials within Quaternary glacia-

tion cycles, and to account for Terminations of cycles, all
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linked to global sea level (Denton et al., 1986) and the Jakob-

shavn Effect.

9 Conclusions

A holistic approach for steady-state transitions from slow

sheet flow to fast stream flow to buttressing shelf flow along

flowlines of an ice sheet was applied to the ice drainage

systems of Byrd Glacier in Antarctica and Jakobshavn Is-

brae in Greenland. These ice streams bracket ice-bed uncou-

pling ranging from no surface meltwater lubricating the bed

and a massive buttressing ice shelf for Byrd Glacier to mas-

sive surface meltwater lubricating the bed and an ice shelf

that has recently disintegrated for Jakobshavn Isbrae. Ice el-

evations are controlled primarily by the strength of ice-bed

coupling, with maximum coupling to a frozen bed vanish-

ing completely when ice becomes afloat. Surface and basal

ice profiles were obtained by radar sounding along these two

ice streams, with ice-bed coupling deduced from these pro-

files. Sudden drainage of subglacial lakes in ice converging

on Byrd Glacier in 2006-2007 has had no lasting effect on

Byrd Glacier, but sudden disintegration of an ice shelf but-

tressing Jakobshavn Isbrae in 2002 seems to have accelerated

its progression through a life cycle from stream flow to sheet

flow.

For sheet flow, only basal drag resisted gravitational forc-

ing. We avoided using problematic “laws” for creep in ice

frozen to the bed, ice sliding over a thawed bed, and shear

of any underlying till that is mobilized by water. Instead we

linked ice motion to two yield stresses, a higher stress when

the bed is frozen and a lower stress when the bed is thawed,

with thawed bed fraction f linking the two. In stream flow,

gravitational forcing was resisted by basal drag, side drag,

upstream pulling, and downstream pushing of ice. We used

floating ice fraction φ to quantify ice-bed uncoupling along

an ice stream. For shelf flow, unbuttressed ice fraction φO in-

creases as the length of side grounding and local grounding

at ice rises and ice rumples decreases. A comparison is made

between our approach and two approaches based on contin-

uum mechanics which also avoid flow and sliding “laws” for

sheet, stream, and shelf flow.

Buoyancy fraction φB = φφO locates ice streams in a life

cycle from inception to growth to mature to declining to ter-

minal stages as φB decreases from 1 to 0 over time. This

product can increase and decrease in many ways over time

to lend structure to a given life cycle, and can lead to Ter-

mination of a glaciation cycle. Today, Byrd Glacier has low

values of φ and φO , but both values are substantially higher

for Jakobshavn Isbrae. For Byrd Glacier we temporarily in-

creased φ when two subglacial lakes at its head drained

rapidly in 2006–2007 (Stearns and others, 2008). For Jakob-

shavn Isbrae, we set φO = 1 when its buttressing ice shelf

suddenly disintegrated in 2002 (Thomas, 2004).

Warming in high polar latitudes can, in principle, trig-

ger a succession of positive feedback mechanisms called

the Jakobshavn Effect (Hughes, 1986). Buoyancy fraction

φB combines the two dominant mechanisms: reduced ice-

bed coupling when surface meltwater floods the bed under

an ice stream and reduced ice-shelf buttressing when an ice

shelf disintegrates beyond the ice stream. For Greenland, the

Jakobshavn Effect would move northward along the east and

west coasts, affecting all calving ice streams. For Antarctica,

it would affect the northernmost ice streams, which are pri-

marily in East Antarctica, but also ice streams entering the

Pine Island Bay polynya in West Antarctica (Hughes, 1987,

2011; Pingree et al., 2011).

Equation (24), based only on the force balance is espe-

cially useful here, because of its robust simplicity that ap-

plies to all flowlines and flowbands (ice streams) that end at

a specified ice thickness hO . It gives φ variations along x

that are usually somewhat higher than when the mass bal-

ance is also included, but with the same general trend. Pin-

gree et al. (2011) showed how Eq. (24) produced ice eleva-

tions before and after a former surge lifecycle of Lambert

Glacier in East Antarctica, and for impending surge lifecy-

cles of Thwaites Glacier and Pine Island Glacier entering

the Pine Island Bay polynya in West Antarctica that continue

into East Antarctica. Hughes (2011) has tentatively assigned

inception, growth, mature, declining, and terminal lifecycle

stages shown in Table 2 to all major Antarctic ice streams at

the present time. Fastook and Hughes (2013) reconstructed

Northern Hemisphere ice sheets during stages of a Quater-

nary glaciation cycle, including stadials and interstadials, us-

ing Eq. (24) with φ variations deduced from glacial geology,

and compared those ice elevations with ice elevations calcu-

lated using J. L. Fastook’s time-dependent UMISM ice-sheet

reconstructions based on continuum mechanics.
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Appendix A: Simple demonstrations of the geometrical

force balance

The simplest demonstrations of the geometrical force bal-

ance are for ideal sheet flow and ideal shelf flow, see the fig-

ure below. Ideal sheet flow is for ice grounded on a horizontal

bed (left) and ideal shelf flow is for ice floating at the calving

front (right).
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Using Eq. (24), Pingree et al. (2011) showed how Eq. (24) produced ice elevations
before and after a former surge lifecycle of Lambert Glacier in East Antarctica, and for
impending surge lifecycles of Thwaites Glacier and Pine Island Glacier entering the
Pine Island Bay polynya in West Antarctica that continue into East Antarctica. Using
Eq. (24), Hughes (2011) has tentatively assigned inception, growth, mature, declin-5

ing, and terminal lifecycle stages shown in Table 2 to all major Antarctic ice streams
at the present time. Fastook and Hughes (2013) reconstructed Northern Hemisphere
ice sheets during stages of a Quaternary glaciation cycle, including stadials and inter-
stadials, using Eq. (24) with φ variations deduced from glacial geology, and compared
those ice elevations with ice elevations calculated using J. L. Fastook’s time-dependent10

UMISM ice-sheet reconstructions based on continuum mechanics.

Appendix A: Simple demonstrations of the geometrical force balance

The simplest demonstrations of the geometrical force balance are for ideal sheet flow
and ideal shelf flow, see the figure below. Ideal sheet flow are for ice grounded on
a horizontal bed (left) and ideal shelf flow is for ice floating at the calving front (right).15

For ideal sheet flow, the net horizontal gravitational driving force ∆FG is the difference
between triangular area FG +∆FG = 1/2(PI +∆PI)(hI +∆hI) on the upslope side of the
ice column above basal length ∆x and triangular area FG = 1/2(PIhI) on the downslope

53

For ideal sheet flow, the net horizontal gravitational driv-

ing force 1FG is the difference between triangular area

FG+1FG = 1/2 (PI+1PI)(hI+1hI) on the upslope side

of the ice column above basal length 1x and triangular area

FG= 1/2 (PIhI) on the downslope side:

1FG = 1/2(PI+1PI)(hI+1hI)− 1/2(PIhI) (A1)

= 1/2ρIg(hI+1hI)
2
− 1/2ρIgh

2
I = ρIghI1hI, (A2)

where basal ice pressure is PI = ρIghI for ice density ρI and

gravity acceleration g. The net horizontal gravitational force

is balanced by basal drag force FO = τO1x, where τO is the

basal shear stress. Equating FO with 1FG gives the follow-

ing:

τO = ρIghI1hI/1x = ρIghIα, (A3)

where α =1hI/1x is the ice surface slope.

For ideal shelf flow, 1FG at the calving front is the differ-

ence between triangular area 1/2 PI hI for ice and triangular

area 1/2 PW hW for water:

1FG = 1/2(PIhI−PWhW)= 1/2
(
ρIgh

2
I − ρWgh

2
W

)
= 1/2ρIg

[
h2

I −h
2
I (ρI/ρW)

]
, (A4)

where basal water pressure PW = ρWghW for water density

ρW and basal buoyancy requires PI = PW in a vertical grav-

itational force balance, so hW= (ρI/ρW ) hI. The net hori-

zontal gravitational force produces a horizontal pulling force

FP = σThI in ice, where σT is a longitudinal tensile stress.

Equating FP with 1FG gives the following:

σT = 1/2ρIghI(1− ρI/ρW). (A5)

Hughes (2012, Appendix D) derives identical analytical so-

lutions of Eqs. (A3) and (A5) obtained by integrating the

Navier–Stokes equilibrium/momentum equations.
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Table A1. Variables used in quantifying ice bed uncoupling for sheet, stream, and shelf flow.

Sheet flow

f basal thawed fraction of the bed at a given location

τO = PIα gravitational driving stress for sheet flow

PI ice overburden pressure at the bed

α ice surface slope in the direction of ice flow

τT viscoplastic yield stress for temperate ice and wet till on a thawed bed

τF viscoplastic yield stress for cold ice above a frozen bed

ε̇ strain rate caused by gravitational driving stress σ

ε̇O strain rate when σ is the plastic yield stress σO
n viscoplastic exponent in flow law ε̇ = ε̇O (σ/σO )

n

A= (σO/ε̇
1/n
O

) ice hardness parameter given by Eq. (8)

Stream flow

φB = P
∗
W /PI = hF /hI floating fraction of ice at a given location

P ∗W basal water pressure in a horizontal force balance along ice flow

PW basal water pressure in a vertical force balance

PI basal ice pressure in a vertical force balance

hI ice height above the bed.

hW water height above the bed caused by P ∗
W

hF ice height above the bed that would float in water of height hW

h ice height above sea level

hL ice height above the bed at the ice divide

hS ice height above the bed where stream flow begins

hO ice height above the bed where stream flow ends

φ = hO /hI floating fraction of ice based on the force balance only

σT tensile stress that pulls upstream ice

σC compressive stress that pushes downstream ice

τO basal shear stress

τS side shear stress

σW longitudinal back-stress caused by average water pressure

σF = σT+ σW longitudinal flotation stress that resists ice flow

φB = φφO basal buoyancy factor in the life cycle of ice streams

fB = 1−φO buttressed fraction of ice at hO

Shelf flow

φO = 1− (σB /σU)O unbuttressed fraction of an ice shelf at its grounding line

σB buttressing back-stress caused by side and local ice-shelf grounding

σU pulling stress of an unbuttressed freely-floating ice shelf

AR grounded area under ice rumples on the surface

CR grounded circumference around ice rises on the surface

LS grounded length on each side of an ice shelf

hR mean ice thickness around ice rises

hS mean ice thickness along side grounding lines

hO ice thickness at the ice-shelf grounding line with an ice stream
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Appendix B: The dependence on φ of τO and τS using

Fig. 5

Gravitational force (FG)1 at x is wI times the area of tri-

angle 1 in Fig. 5 (bottom). It is resisted by a downslope

basal shear force (FO)1 given by mean downslope basal

shear stress τO times basal area wIx beneath the ice stream

and total area AR beneath ice rumples on the ice shelf.

Since triangle 1 occupies the shaded area in Fig. 5 (top), its

basal ice pressure (PI)1 = ρIg(hI−hF) is supported by the

bed and its mean downstream ice pressure (P I)1 = 1/2(PI)1
is exerted over an area of width wI times triangle height

hI−hF. Equating this negative gravitational force (FG)1 =

(P I)1(hI−hF)wI = 1/2ρIg(hI−hF)
2wI with positive down-

stream resisting force (FO)1 = τO(wIx+AR), and solving

for τO using hF = hIφ gives Eq. (20):

τO =
1/2ρIg(hI−hF)

2wI

wIx+AR

=
1/2ρIghI(1−φ)

2hIwI

wIx+AR

=
P I(1−φ)

2hIwI

wIx+AR

.

Triangular areas 1, 3, and 4 in Fig. 5 (bottom) have now

been linked to P I and φ through stresses τO , σW, and σT,

respectively. All that remains is the area of rectangle 2 in

Fig. 5 (bottom) and τS for side shear averaged over downs-

lope side areas 2hIx of the ice stream and side areas 2hSLS

and hRCR of the ice shelf and ice rises having total grounded

side lengths 2LS and circumference CR, respectively, as

shown in Fig. 5 (top). The negative downstream gravita-

tional force given by wI times the area of rectangle 2 for

(PI)1 = (PI)2 is (FG)2 = (PI)2hFwI = ρIg(hI−hF)hFwI. It

is resisted by positive downstream side shear force (FS)2 =

τS(2hIx+2hSLS+hRCR). Equating these forces and solving

for τS using hF = hIφ gives Eq. (21):

τS =
ρIg(hI−hF)hFwI

2hIx+ 2hSLS+hRCR

=
ρIghI(1−φ)φhIwI

2hIx+ 2hSLS+hRCR

=
PI(1−φ)φhIwI

2hIx+ 2hSLS+hRCR

.

Appendix C: Derivation of floating ice fraction using

only the force balance

For ice rumples and ice rises with mean ice thickness hD
in transverse diameter DR, the local respective compressive

stresses on the stoss side are σD = (AR/DRhD)τO for ice

rumples and σD = (CRhR/DRhD)τS for ice rises, where σD
adds to σC. In Eq. (19), therefore, compressive force σCAx
at x on the left side is the result of average downslope basal

and side shear forces and a water-pressure buttressing force

at x = 0, all on the right side. Solving for σC,

σC =
τO (wIx+AR)+ τS(2hIx+ 2hSLS+hRCR)+ (PWhW)OwI

hIwI

. (C1)

Equation (C1) can now be solved for φ using Eqs. (11) and

(12) for σT and σC, respectively. First, substitute Eqs. (20)

and (21) for τO and τS in Eq. (C1) as such:

σC =
(PWhW)O

hI

+

[
P I(1−φ)

2

wIx+AR

]
(wIx+AR)

+

[
P I(1−φ)φ

2hIx+ 2hSLS+hRCR

]
(2hIx+ 2hSLS+hRCR)

=
1

2
ρIg

(
h2

0/hI

)
(ρI/ρW)+

1

2
ρIghI(1−φ)

2
+ ρIghI(1−φ)φ

=
1

2
ρIgh0(ρI/ρW)(h0/hI)+

1

2
ρIghI(1− 2φ+φ2

+ 2φ− 2φ2)

=
1

2
ρIgh0(ρI/ρW)(h0/hI)+

1

2
ρIghI(1−φ

2). (C2)

Equations (11) and (12) give another expression for σC:

σC = P I− σT = P I−P I(1− ρI/ρW)φ
2. (C3)

Combining Eqs. (C2) and (C3) for P I =
1
2
ρIghI leads to the

following:

φ = h0/hI. (C4)

Compare Eq. (C4) with Eq. (9) to see that h0 is at x = 0 and

hF is at any x. Equation (9) is therefore the more rigorous

definition of φ.
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Appendix D: Deriving (1hI/1x)G in Eq. (26)

From Fig. 7, the mass balance equation of mean surface ac-

cumulation rate a and ice thinning rate r over distance L−x

from the ice divide gives ice flux hIux at x:

hIux = (a− r)(L− x). (D1)

Assume the bed is thawed in grounded areas AG = AO −AF

so grounded ice slides over the bed at velocity uS. Using

a conventional sliding law for ice (Weertman, 1957a), where

B includes bed roughness and physical properties of temper-

ate ice at the bed, m= 2 for sliding ice, and u= ux = uS:

u= uS = (τO/B)
m. (D2)

Equate ice elevation h with ice thickness hI for a horizontal

bed at sea level. Combine Eqs. (D1) and (D2), with τO =

ρIghIdhI/dx now depending only on the strength of ice-bed

coupling linked to grounded thawed fraction f = 1 under ice

streams:

(a− r)(L− x)= hIu= hI(τO/B)
m
= hI[(ρIghI/B)dhI /dx]m.

(D3)

Here the assumption is made that the shallow ice approx-

imation holds for grounded ice in an ice stream. Floating

ice would have a lesser ice thickness, but the combination

of grounded and floating parts results in the radar-measured

ice thickness we use in Eq. (D3).

Now let hI vary with bed topography, using measured val-

ues of hI in Eq. (D3). Solve for surface slope α = dh/dx:

α =
dh

dx
=

B

ρIghI

[
(a− r)(L− x)

hI

] 1
m

. (D4)

Taking τO = ρIghIα and setting α = (1h/1x)G for ice

grounded in incremental length 1x, Eq. (D4) gives the fol-

lowing:(
1hI

1x

)
G

=
τO

ρIghI

=
(B/ρIg)[(a− r)(L− x)]

1
m

h
m+1
m

I

. (D5)

Appendix E: Deriving (1hI/1x)F in Eq. (28)

From Fig. 7, the mass balance is written as follows:

hIux = h0uO + (a− r)x. (E1)

Note that velocities ux and uO are negative with x positive

upslope. Differentiating at point x,

∂(hIux)/∂x = ∂[h0uO + (a− r)x]/∂x = (a− r)

= ux∂hI/∂x+hI∂ux/∂x = ux∂hI/∂x+hIε̇xx, (E2)

where ε̇xx = ∂ux/∂x is the longitudinal strain rate along x.

Solve for incremental slope (1h/1x)F by setting ux = u and

ε̇xx = ε̇ with ux obtained from Eq. (E2):(
1h

1x

)
F

=
(a− r)−hIε̇

ux
=
hI(a− r)−h

2
I ε̇

h0+ uO(a− r)x
. (E3)

Using the flow law of ice (Glen, 1958), where A is an ice-

hardness parameter dependant on temperature and n= 3 for

ice, ε̇xx =1u/1x is the extending strain rate for stress σT

given by Eq. (12) with φ = 1 for floating ice, and R is a di-

mensionless scalar that takes account of other strain rates in

addition to ε̇xx :

ε̇ = ε̇xx =
1u

1x
= R

(
σ ′xx

A

)n
= R

( σT

2A

)n
, (E4)

where deviator stress σ ′xx = 1/2σT for ice streams (Hughes,

2012, chapter 10). From Hughes (2012, Appendix A, see

Eq. (33) when ij = xx):
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R =

[
1+

(
ε̇yy

ε̇xx

)
+

(
ε̇yy

ε̇xx

)2
+

(
ε̇xy

ε̇xx

)2
+

(
ε̇xz

ε̇xx

)2] n−1
2

. (E5)

Here ε̇xx , ε̇yy , ε̇xy , and ε̇xz are strain rates associated with

longitudinal extension, lateral compression, side drag, and

basal drag, respectively. Lateral compression occurs when

slow sheet flow converges on fast stream flow, but ice streams

have relatively constant widths. There is no lateral shear

down the centerline of ice streams, and there is little basal

shear if the bed is wet and φ is high. So ε̇xx is the domi-

nant strain rate and R ≈ 1 for n= 3 is a useful approxima-

tion. However, ε̇xy cannot be ignored for narrow ice streams

(Dupont and Alley, 2005, 2006). For the central flowline of

a narrow ice stream, the contribution from ε̇xy can be added

to ε̇xz, which is zero for floating ice.

Using Eq. (12) for σT = (ρIghI/2)(1−ρI/ρW)φ
2, Eq. (E3)

becomes

(
1hI

1x

)
F

=

hI(a− r)−h
2
I

[
(ρIghI/4A)(1− ρI/ρW)φ

2
]n

h0uO + (a− r)x
. (E6)
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